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UCF's award-winning student newspaver

Sept.ember 30, 1983

· Featuring

• Newsmaker interviews

~

.

'

• UCF Homecoming: a new
emphasis on quality
· •Complete pregame matchups ·
. "It is in the

blo9~~ to love play for its

own sake, and whether (!~ses one's skill on
thrones or wome{ swq~~R. s, gol..d or fame,

the game's the thin~' e·~1
.
-..___/ 'QGelette Burgess
·J
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A look at people, places and events

.,

Fridax'S briefing ______________•Fu•t•ur•e•H•om•e•c•onu.·.ng.·S·e•pt.em•b•e•ra•o•,1•98•3
News beat
Omicron Delta Kappa members sought
Nomination forms for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society are available at room 282
in the Administration Building (Student Affairs) and the Student Center Main Desk. Juniors, seniors and graduate
students who have demonstrated leadership in university life
and academically rank in the upper 35 percent of their college .
are eligible to apply.
Nomination forms must be returned by Friday, Oct. 7.

10 schools to be at Pre-Law Day
Representative from 10 law schools will be at UCF Oct. 5 for
an annual event that allows perspective
students the opportunity to gather information on academic
requirements for a law degree.
The UCF program in the Student Center Auditorium begins
at 11 a.m. at which time students will be able to schedule afternoon interviews with the law school representatives .. Pre-Law
Day is open to all in the area who are interested in information
about law careers and programs.
Law schools to be represented are the U Diversity of Florida,
Stetson University, Nova University, Florida State UniversiPam Glmson/Fulure
ty, Cumberland School of Law, Whittier College, University of .
Miami, Ohio Northern University, Cooley Law School and
Mark Astin, phlebotomist from the Central Florida Blood Bank, draws blood from Donor JenSouthwestern University School of Law.
nifer·
Pankey at UCF Monday. A Bloodmobile was on campus for a special drive for the UCF
For further information, contact Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese at
Library where three businessmen contributed $10 for the first 300 pints of blood donated.
(305) 275-2608.
~Law Day,

Pint of Life

Jewish Student Union Formed
The newly formed Jewish Student Union will be meeting
every Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in front of the Knights' Den this
semester.
Jewish Studf3nt Union, according to faculty advisor Mark
Glickman, will stress Jewish awareness, Zionist issues and
religious observance as well as being an informal social group
in which Jewish students, faculty and staff can become involved.
For further information, contact Glickman at (305) 275-2233.
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Campus close-up

A look at contemporary college life in America.

agains.t this· and other possible inaccuracies.

•••
Computer Woes-Who says
Book's Advice Raises Ire-One computers make life simpler?
college guide won't be found Not the hundreds of Indiana
on some college bookstore University students who callshelves. "Conquering College ed with questions about tuiLife: How to be a Winner at tion bills they received in the
College" advises students not mail, under a new computerizto buy supplies at a campus ed registration system. The
bookstore, since such stores bills prompted 700 phone
"will surely hike up (their) calls per day from students
prices when the students ar- and parents, despite the fact
rive." One angry bookstore they included six to seven
manager from Virginia Tech pages of instructions and exreturned all copies of the book planations. Most students
to the publisher, Simon and called before reading, say IU
~chuster. In its newsletter., officials.
the National Association of
College Stores advises other
stories to display the books,
but with a disclaimer warning Drinking licence for minors

•••

Carl McKnight

Speak out

Casey Tennyson, Advertis- Paul Resos, Radio/Television.
"No, I spend about 30
ing/Public Relations.
hours a week in the art com·
"I'm going to my first plex. Making things with
homecoming game in four your hands is fun, plus we're
years, to find out wher~ all doing wood firing for glazing
pots starting Friday night all
the parties are afterwards.''
the
way
through
Saturday-14-18 hours."

••••
Teddies Common in DormsTeddy
turn up in fourfif ths of all college dormitories, says a leading bear
manufacturer. In a survey,
students said teddy bears
helped ease anxieties caused
by such horrors as the subjunctive tense or calculus.
There was· no explanation of
how students without bears
get by. ·

bears

by Eileen Samelson

Are you participating in Homecoming?

Anthony Taylor, Electrical
Engin~ring. ·
"I'm just participating in
the parade, you see we're
(BSU) supposed to be setting
up this float. I'm gonna be a
card, like a deck. They're supposed to have two jokers but
I plan on being a card.

considered-A Wisconsi~
legislator thinks ·young
drinkers should be licensed.
Rep. John Medinger's bill .
would require high school
graduates to pass a test if
they want to drink legally
before turning 21. That way,
says Medinger, young
drinkers learn "the rules of
the road."

Brigit Nelson, Music Educati on.

Mike De Hart,
Science.

"I'm in the marching band,
I play clarinet, we have
halftime, pregame, the parade
Friday and the pep rally afterwards."

"I might vote."

Political
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9 candidates out; Durham challenges Cady
by Julie Norris
Managing editor

Nine candidates were
disqualified from last week's
senate elections and may not
hold office for a year, according
to Elections Commissioner
Bryan McCullar.
One of the candidates was
also disqualified for falsification of his expense account
.form and for exceeding the
$75 limit set by election
statutes. Steve Cady will be
referred to the Judicial Council for possible penalties, McCullar said. The Elections
Commission, comprised of
five students, voted on the
disqualifications Tuesday.
The candidates disqualified .
were Cady, arts and sciences
seat 4; Randy Lewis, business
seat 1; Robert Burkett,
business seat 5; Robert Rulof,
Paul Mazzillo ·and Vince
Davila, all of engineering seat
1: Thomas Heath, engineering seat 2; Steve Gizinski,
engineering seat 3; and
Donald Gregory, liberal
studies seat 1.
Special elections will be
held Tuesday and Wednesday
to fill the seats left vacant by
disqualification. ''Arts and
Sciences seat four, business
seat one and five,_ and

engineering one and three are
open," McCullar said.
The Liberal studies seat left
open by Gregory's disqualification will be filled
after the election by an appointment from student body
President Mark Geary, the
commissioner said.
· According to McCullar, any
losing candidate that was not
disqualified can run again in
the special election for
whatever seats are left open
in the candidate's college.
Gregory was Liberal
Studies' only candidate.
Dave Kiser, a' student
representing Carly's opponent, Rod Durham, contended
that Cady had spent between
$105.58 to $110.58 on his
campaign. McCullar said
Cady filed his campaign expen~es at $51.50.
Cady could not be reached
for comment by press time.
Kiser said that among some
of the items Cady did not
Eiieen SomelsonlFuture
claim o~ his· ·expense form
League of Women Voters workers and an election commission member man the empty polling
were typesetting costs for
station earlier this ~eek.
·fliers and some materials to
make campaign signs.
decide on any appeals Other election notes:
engineering seat 2.
resulting from the dis- ·
Durham and Kiser protested to qualifications. Disqualified
Results for the two runoff
the Elections Commission, candidates had until 2 p.m. elections wez:e Andrea Dan-"
charging that Cady exceeded Thursday to appeal the Elec- ner, 41 votes and Quin Bern·
tions Commission's decisiQn. hardt; 25 votes for Arts and
his expense limitations.
It was not known at press Sciences seat 9; and Samara
The 16th student senate's
According to McCullar, the time if any appeals had been Powell, 98 votes, and Pete first meeting will be Tuesday
J uclicial Council has a week to made.
Martin, 95 votes, for Oct. 4 at 3 p.m. in EGN 360.

•••

Drop your books?

Study shows women,get
more help th.a n men do
even though he's 70 years
younger than me.~'
Special to the Future
· Two older women said they
did not help because they did
Journalism students at not want to be sued.
UCF ~ve found that people
Forty percent of the people
will help a young woman? but who saw the incident· ~so
not a young man, who drops shouted at the student who
an armload of books.
. was hurrying away.
Fifty-~ix percent of the peo"He's a creep, and you
ple who saw or heard the ought to pound him,'' a
young woman drop her books woman shouted.
Other people called the stustopped to help, but~ no one
helped the man. People ex· dent who knocked the books
plained that a man is capable to the ground "rude," "cruel"
of picking up his own books. and "a fink." One shouted,
A male student deliberately "He's not a gentleman."
. bumped a woman carry1ng a
Two women who saw the inarmload of books, knocking cident, but did not help the
the books to the ground. He woman, said they were
then hurried away. Later; a engrossed in their own
female· student bumped a · thoughts. "I'm in a bad
man, knocking his books to mood,'' one of the women
the ·ground. The student said. Her 34-year-old c.omparepeated each experiment 50 nion said she did not want to
times.
· be bothered.
People who·did stop to help
People were not inclined to
help the man pick up his the woman said it was an
books.
automatic reaction. A
A ffiiddle-aged man said, ''I 34-year-old man told the.
wouldn't liEUp a man unless he wom~. "You dropped them,
had a cane and a wheelchair.'.' so I helped you.''
An
engineer
from
One .Florida resident helped.
Baltimore said, "He looked the woman because, "We
young enough and able always treat tourists nice,
andyoulooklikea tourist."
enough to do it himself."
A 20-year-old woman also
Every person who stopped
said she thought about helping the man but he looked to help the women s~d the
healthy.
man who bumped her should
"I would have helped, but have apologized and helped
I've got a· bad back," said an pick up the books.
People more than 10 feet
elderly tourist from Pitt·
sburgh. "If it wasn't for my away and people sitting on
back I would have helped, park benches never stopped.
by Deborah Ritz Crouch,
Craig R. Lee and Bob Martin

Pam Glmson/Fulure

Images
Life size images of children at UCF's creative school peer out at university life.
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Homecoming '83
Homecoming costs are $20,000 under budget
by Cindi Milam

Student Government to
$5,000. But1 according tQ
.Mark Glickman, coordinator of
Homecoming 1983 at UCF' alumni relations, "We are
has been budgeted at over expecting to sell enough
$30,000, but actual costs will tickets to cover the costs of
only total about $10,000 ac· the concert."
••a;M•Jll• ~cording to Homecoming comThe Homecoming Picnic is 1
•r!I
.•l'at •~••• '-. UI•
•1 .a~a•M1••
mittee chairwoman Geralyn to be held at Lake Claire from
1 .
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday.
Clair.
The money will come from Glickman said, "The picnic is
UCF alumni and several UCF being co-sponsored by the
committees, including the Student Center and the AlumPAC Homecoming Conimit- ni Association. We have each
tee, which is funded by the put up $2,000." This funding
Activitie~ and Services Fee will cover continuous enterpaid by all students, Clair tainment for the day.
said.
The Cinema Committee
The "Live From UCF sponsored the "Tootsie" One of several signs the alumni use to promote Homecoming.
David Brenner Concert" is movie, which cost $525 to
being financially supported rent.
jockey was also hired for $ 75 day cost $100 which covered
by the UCF alumni and StuThe Popular Entertainment to provide music in the stu- T-shirts given as prize~, acdent Government. The UCF Committee paid $550 for dent cafeteria during lunch.
cording to Clair.
Foundation backed the con- Green entertainment during
The fireworks to be
Costs for the "Cast Party"
cert up to $20,000 and ~he Homecoming Week. A disk · displayed during halftime of Wednesday night total
UCF' s football game Satur- $1,700. The band for the parday night against Valdosta ty, "Shortwave," will be paid
State were purchased for $800. $1,350 from that budget.
The Li CF Homecoming
The cost of the crowning of Parade has been budgeted
the King and Queen will be about $1,000. But Clair says
22 student organizations put the costs have totaled only
1
\
up a king and queen candidate. app:roximately $500, which
'
·
Full s.nlce s.IDa
"Twenty-two - different" stu- includes cash prizes and ribWalk-lmi Welcome
dent organizations put up a bons.
.
10509..E. C..,lonial Dr.
king and queen candidate.''
According to Glickman, ''The
(Winn Di'll.ie C.en\er)
The Intermural All-Star Alumni Association is also
'..tfNthN PARK
Daily 9-5 & Thurs.'.til 8
football game held Wednes· sponsoring a golf tourna·
Future news

David Brinar at U.C.F. Gym ·Sept. 30•••••••••
r.r.:i:t':r::'."3., U.C.F. vs. Valdosta

1

............
• • • •,.t1:

T·Bowl
Oct.1st

.....

~
-.

IT'S .HOMECOMING '83

.THE ·nAlR SHOP
.'ecisio~ S~le Cpt$8.00
y

282-1700

INTERNATIONAL

ment. That comes out of our
budget, but it pretty much
pays for itself." The registration fee for the tournament is
$20.
Public relations for
Homecoming will cost about
$2,000. This includes buttons,
billboard signs, balloons, and
stickers, according to Clair.
Hamm's Beer is the major
sponsor for Homecoming.
They have donated $1,500,
part of which will also be used
for public relations. 'rhe
beverage cost will total about
$1~750.

Budget, p&J{e 6

calculator &
Computer

2914.Corrine, Ori., 898-0081. Hrs: M-F 12-7:00

(h~

COMPUTATION

HaW&ArT
AACKAAD

DEALER

PERSONAL
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Homecoming '83
Cheerleaders set for pep rally
by Cindi Milam

sideline chants and a fight make signs and banners, do
song dance/cheer. UCF won , special promotion$ and other
first place in each division, special activities, Kerr said.
UCF's award-winning ma.king them the winning _
cheerleading squad is geared · team in the Division II
up for their part in Homecom- category.
ing l983, says Anne
In Mar~h, the varsity
Broughten-Kerr, dean· of cheerleaders will enter
students and adviser to the ·another national competition
squad.
in California. A videotape of
101
.
The cheerleaders have plan- the squad will . be sent for
ned a special fight song judging, Kerr said.
routine for Homecoming, Kerr
To represent UCF as a varsays. They will perform it· on sity cheerleader, a student
the Student Center Green Fri- must be in good academic
. day at noon, as part of a standing and try out, in the
universitywide pep rally..
spring. Alternate tryouts are
The squad will also provide made throughout. the year as
support for the Fighting positions are made available.
Knights at Saturday's foot- The extra time it takes to be a
ball game in the Tangerine cheerleader is "about 20 '
Bowl, Kerr said.
hours a week during football
Besides dealing with season," according to Kerr.
Homecoming,
the
In addition to cheering at
cheerleaders have had a busy all UCF football and basketschedule.
ball games, the cheerleaders
They started off the year by
winning a competition at ·
YOU are welcome at the First
Virginia Polytecnic University, according to Kerr. She
Baptist Church Of Oyiedo
said the event, held during
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
the summer, tested the skill of
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
cheerleaders from across the
Pam Glmson/Future
nation. Seven couples, coWILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN.,
Two UCF cheerleaders lead students in supporting the
captained
by
Robin
Fighting Knights.
PASTOR
Monhollan and - Calvin
365-3484 ·
Worship
·
Thomas, represented UCF.
. 18:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm.
Kerr said that each squad
College & Career Bible Sffi.dy
You 're Coveted in THE FuTURE
was required to do a cheer,
9:4~~future news

.--~~~~~~~----;

Bill Cosby
says:
"Red Cross
does. those.
commuruty
jobsnoboay
seems to have
time fOr:'

TO UCF JUNIORS, SENIORS
AND GRAD STUDENTS!
AN INVITATION TO
OPEN YOUR OWN CHARGE ACCOUNT
WITH ROBINSON'S.
No Previous Credit Experience Required.

:r .

See our representatives in Phillips Hall lobby
beginning October 3rd
Robinson's welcomes you to our Altamonte Mall or Fashion Square
stores where you'll find the best selections in wanted merchandise;
NOW as a charge customer.
SPONSORED BY:
BETA ALPHA PSI

l I •
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Budgef-trompagea
Miscellaneous expenses are
also included in the budget.
This will cover security, electrician costs, permits, and a
technical crew. .
Comparing the budget of
Homecoming 1983 to those of
UCF' s past Homecomings,
Clair said, ''This is the biggest Homecoming the school
has ever seen." The Alumni
Association and ·p AC
H.omecoming Committee prOmise, "Homecoming will be
bigger and bet.t er than ever."

Helping colleges fidtt rising costs is one
way to preserve American in3ependence.
·

-Thomas Jefferson
Our country's independence is still being
challenged today.
By foreign researchers, scientists
and industrial rivals who are eager to
whittle down our technological lead.
But we can help preserve our
independence. by giving aid to
H Ip' Gi
h
liege.
colleges and universities. Because
e • ve~ot eco
a large portion of the research ,. of your choice.
done in this country is done on
college campuses.
Economic independence
requires independence of thought.

Pam Glmson/Future

Pizza I
Part of the week's homecoming activities, a pizza eating contest was held Sept. 25. See page 33.

We've Got You Covered!

Electrical ~ngineering
Computer Science
Business Administration (M.B.A. J
Students & Faculty

Co1neMeet
Jack Davis,
Senior Vice President/
Sector Executive of
Harris Corporation
lnfor1natlon Syste1ns Sector

THE FUTURE

IF YOU'RE
BLACK,
THE ODDS ARE
ONE IN FOUR
YOU'RE DYING
FROM
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE.

Ev~ry year, tens of
thousands of Blc:cks of all
ages die from heart disease,
stroke, and kidney failUre.
All caused by High Blood
Pressure. See a doctor.
Soon. Find out if you are
the one in four .

a
llGH BLOOD PRESSlllE.
Treat it ••• and he.

The National High Blood Pnuure Eduution Program
U.S. Depu1meot of Health, Education, and Welfare. '

Ir.WI

A Public Service of Th is Newspaper
cl. The Adverttsing Council ~!

As Senior Vice President and Sector Executive of the Fortune 200 Harris Corporation,
Information Systems Sector, Mr. Davis is responsible for the company's thrust into the
integrated Information Processing Systems marketplace. Mr. Davis began his career
with Harris in 1962 as an Engine~r and progressed through various engineering and
engineeririg management adivities to his current position. Mr. Davis is a member of
the President's Board of Advisors at the University of Central Florida.
Mr. Davis will host an Open House on Monday, October 10th, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at Johnny's Pizza Place, 4908 Lake Underhill Road. Engineering, Computer
Science and Business Administration students are cordially invited to
attend. Refreshments will be served. Don't miss this opportunity to personally discuss
careers in the dynamic high-technology electronics environment of Harris
Corporation. On campus interviews will be held on Tuesday, Odober 11th.
Arrangements can be made at the Placement Office.

HARRIS CORPORATION TODAY:
Harris Corporation is at the leading edge of an exciting new era in the Information
Technology indl!stry. Over the past 20 years we have developed an extensive line of
information processing and communication produds which generate worldwide
annual sales of more than $1.4 billion. Harris is the largest electronics company
headquartered in the southeast U.S., employing 22,000 people in 35 plants worldwide.
An Equal Opportunity Ery-tployer M/F/H/V.

s

'TREHUN~
Right now Protestant. Catholic,
and Jewish relief and
development agencies are
working together to give new
life to a hungry world.
Please help them

PLEMEGIVE.
Interfaith Hllllger Appeal

PO. Box 1000, FDR Station
New York, N.Y 10150
A public service of Interfaith Hunger '-'"
Appeal and the Advertising CDunciL ~~l
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Homecoming '83
Marching band low on money,
high on enthusiasm and skill ·
by Rick Brunson
Future news

When the Fighting Knights
go out Saturday night to battle the Blazers of Valdosta
State, they will do it to .the
tune of the UCF Marching
Band.
The
four~year-old,
150-member band boosts enthusiasm in the stands and
fills the air with spirited
music, contributing to the
total football experience, according to director Jerry
Gardner.
However, the fledgling
band is having problems just
trying to exist. Gardner says
he is trying to build the band
program with poor funding.
"The problem is everybody
wants a marching band, but
nobody wants to pay for it,"
Gardner said Wednesday.
To keep up with its expenses the band relies on its
limited budget and the fundraising activities of its
members.

The band gets paid for
cleaning up the Tangerine
Bowl on Sunday mornings
after the home games. It is
also selling $3 tickets for its
October 22 "Band Night," a
concert featuring the wind
ensemble, ''Jazz Lab'' and the
marching band. It is also
sponsoring a •'Guess the
Weight of the Band" contest.
Gardner is attempting to
increase the band's size. To do
this, a small scholarship fund
has been established and
· band members are going to
local high schools to show
films about the band to attract potential members.
A.t tracting young musicians has been tough for
Gardne- and the band
because the program is so
new compared to Florida
State and the University of
Florida. Gardner said high
school musicians want to be
with a college band that
travels a lot. The UCF band
never travels to away games.
"The sad thing is that most

of these kids have had to sell
candy and candles in junior
high and then they come to
college where they have to
practice four days a week and
clean up the stadium and do
all kind of fund-raising things
to keep the band afloat,"
Gardner said. '
In spite of these problems,
the quality of the band has
greatly improved, Gardner
commented. Instruments
have been purchased through
the assistance of student
government and the performances have been strengthened.
Gardner said he is proud of
what the band has been able
to do. He is hoping the band
will increase in size and quality and that som~body will
believe in it enough to spend
more money on it.

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Members of UCF's four-year-old marching band provide halftime entertainment.

You're Covered in THE FuTURE

"Some day, it's going to
happen," Gardner said.
IUNNEIS
LIQNSE PLATES
$7. 95./ J for $JJ. 9S
Cllrlltma.r lff t Idea. ..

Ajt

KARO IA
Campus Ministries
MEETING TIMES:
TUES. NOON S.C.21 l
WED NOON S.C. 211
1HURS. 7 P.M. S.C. 214

Fast delivery. price includes 11.00 postage

iillRiV1asnPilr£s
P.O. Box 854, Maitland. FL 32751

"That their hearts may be encouraged
having been knit together In love.'' Col. 2:2

305/425·1106
305/299-2096

DISCOUNT

PIZZA .
' 273-5010

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S
CONWAY
CONWAY CENTER

;-:·
'.:;.

..

.·;.

...

··~4!~~~

CREAM THE
"FUTURE"
TAKE REVENGE,

NOWS YOUR CHANCE
SATURDAY, ~:00
Homecoming Picnic
at Lake Clair.
Be There ...
MIKE GRIFFIN'S~··
FACE.ISON

THE LINE ...

Now when you buy any ArtCarved
college ring, you not only get one
ring loaded with style and quality, you
get two . A great college ring-and a
diamond fashion ring. FREE. It's a
beauty-10K gold with a genuine 2
point diamond . Retail value-$60 .
The perfect way to express yourself,
your style. or your feelings for that
special someone. Available exclusively from your ArtCarved Representative for a limited time only.

In F_:ront of.the Knigh~'s Den
Date

OCT 3 • 7

Time

9.3

Place

Deposit required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted .

VILLAGE CENTER
fl 1983. Ancarved Class Rings

•nr
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Q&A: Colb
the Fighting Knigli1t
by Roger Simmons
News Editor

The Future interviewed UCF
President Trevor Colbourn Wednesday about the state of the UCF football program.
· Why is the football program so important for UCF?
Because it is a device that can
significantly raise the visibility of
the university, not just in the local
community, but in the state and the
nation.
It's my view that the better
known the university, the ·better the
opportunities that are created for its
graduates. When you have to ex·
plain that there is a University of

'The better known the
university, the. better the
opportunities that are
created for its graduates.'
Central Florida, that takes a little ·
time. lf they do not have to do that,
a graduate has a much easier time
getting his foot in the door and talk·
ing to a personnel director or potential employer and in turn has much
better opportunity finding a position that he or she seeks.
I would add that the presence of
.Lou Saban is an asset in another
sense. I'm speaking of course about

the fact that those who read Sports
Illustrated are now .aware of the
presence of the tJ niversity of Central Florida. (Sports Illustrated ran
a feature on· Lou Saban last spring)
I understand that CBS television
is going to be filming a part of our
game Saturday night and will be doing a piece on Lou Saban. That again _
promises that more people across·
the country will become aware of
this university.
Has Lou Saban lived up to your
expectations this year as head
coach?
Yes, he certainly has. He has clearly had a difficult task, coming in at
the time he did. Many institutions
had already been hard at work on
recruiting, so he had to get into that
effort, belatedly.
But happily, the lateness of the
hour was at least partly, but certainly not completely, offset by the fact
that his reputation across the state
was such, and that his linkage of
friendships in the state was such,
that quite a few potential recruits
were brought to his attention simply
because of who he was.
And certainly there is another
dimension.. Conversations I had
with members of the team,
specifically those who had been with
us last year, reflected a totally different spirit of confidence, professionalism, and sense of pride and
discipline. The professionalism of
Lou and his colleagues, I think, is a
large part of the reason for that.

So you would say that basically
the growth of the program this year
is a resul,t of Saban OO"!J here at UCF?
A large part, but I would very
quickly add that the efforts and
hardwork of Bill Peterson (athletic
director) shouldn't be discounted for
a moment.
In a very real sense we have a
remarkable team in Bill Peterson
and Lou Saban.

'we have a . remarkable
team in Bill Peterson and
Lou Saban.'
Without Bill Peterson's efforts to
secure support from members of the
community, particularly th~ _effort
to generate the necessary funds for
scholarships for an effective Division II program, Lou's job would be
infinitely more difficult than it obviously already is.
Have you been disappointed by
the apparent lack of support by the
Orlando community, such as the low
attendance at home games?
Yes. Although I must say that I
think we would have done much better that opening game if we would
.have had more encouraging weather.
·we couldn't have had worse.. .
Bear in mind that the Orlando fan
is pretty fickle when it come to
weather and wanting to follow a winning program.
Even for last year's Tangerine
Bowl Game, the thermometer went

ALMA

-/

....
Richard Spencer/Instructional resources

George Steinbrenner, owner of the New York Yankees, · is flanked by Athletic director Bill Peterson
0) and Knight coach Lou Saban (r). Steinbrenner donated $50,000 to the UCF program last year.

All hail to Alma
Whose banner
Will wave in fa
As the passing
May loyalty an
Within our hea
And light the st
Ever upward ·
With honor an
· Our f riendshiH
We sing of thee
Ever true.
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s-football program
down into the forties and an awful
lot of ticket holders stayed home.
If we would have had the weather
we had last week, I suppose we
would have had another three, four,
five thousand fans there.
The second home game,· I think,
. was much better attended that that
first guesstimate on the attendance
indicated.
On the basis of information that
was secured later, my recollection
is that well over nine thousand went
through the turnstiles and, for a
variety of reasons, there may have
been well over another thousand
who did not.
And I would hope that we would
have more than - that for the
Homecoming game this Saturday
night, which should be much more of
a contest. Whether or not Valdosta
State is better than we are, we'll find
out the hard way.
Do you Forsee a day when i!CF
will perhaps be gfoen the same type
of support that say, FSU and Florida
get for their foQtball programs?
I think so. I think that we are at
about the stage that FSU was in the
first five or six years of its program,
and they went through this kind of
time, this kind of period, this growing phase.
As Lou has a chance to build the
team, particularly acquire more
depth, he'll have a much better
chance to do the recruiting job he
would want.
And he will be recruiting for a pro-

MATER
~Mater

.·
black and gold
me and splendor
rears unfold.
d friendship
rts unite
.
ar to guide.us
our flight
affection·
will renew
~ an Alma Mater
~

'·

Word~ and music by Btlrt Szabo

gram that will certainly by that time
have still more visibility. Recruiting
off an 0-10 season isn't the ~asiest
thing going. We know it's not going
to be that bad this year, already.
I think he will have a still stronger
team and stronger program going
next year that Will increase attendance fairly steadily.
Perhaps in the third year of
Saban' s efforts, we might well be in
a position to justifiably begin to
schedule one. or two teams which
would have still greater visibility.
Teams such as Louisville for example, and perhaps even Miami, but to
·talk in those terms right now would
be unrealistic. We're not ready. But
we're going tc be. And once you.
have one of those in . the T-Bowl,
you're going to see some significant
excitement and significant attendance.
·
My understanding is that we ·
would like to jump up to Division

'You have to have the
financial · co.m mitments ... there is no other point
doing it otherwise'
I-AA by 1985. IS that correct?
That might be. I think the actual
timing is going to have to be looked
at awfully carefully. There is no
point in rushing it to where you get
into competitive level you're not
ready for. There are many who
believe that was part of the problem
last year.
A lot will depend on Lou's ongoing
success, his recruiting the kind of
team he wants to build and the kind
of season he has next year; that will
be a critical component.
And even more critical will be, of
course, financial resources. What
I'm thinking here is that when you
move into I-AA, you're looking at
some 75 football scholarships, which
will be about 30 _more than Division
II. You have to have the financial
commitments, the means to offer
those to do it. There is no point in
doing it otherwise.
Also there is another factor many
people qverlook, and that is the
NCAA requirements for moving into Division I are stringent. And you
don't do it just on the basis of
aspirations of football. You do it on
·the basis of your total athletic program and particularly, you have to
be able to point to a Division I level
program in basketball. Without
that, they won't even look at you.
You have to have a minimum of 26
Division I basketball teams scheduled. Now Chuck Machock (basketball
coach) is exploring that and whether
he'll be able to do that in that time
frame, or a year later, it's too soon to
say.

a

What do you think are the biggest
hurdles the program faces in the
next two years?
.
I would think unquestionably, the
biggest challenges will be in terms
of coming out with a respectable
season each year, one that people
won't be too troubled by in terms of
the win-loss record.
It shouldn't be that severe an
it.em. My own philosophy is that I
don't always care that much if you
win, but play a good game. As long
as you see a good game. But I may
be in a minority in that perspective,
in fact I'm quite sure I am. If you'i:e

'We need to convince more
students
that · thi_s
is something worthy of
their support'
going to have a good turnout in the
T-Bowl you're going to have to
be able to say to your spectators
that you're looking at a winning
team.
I think the next two years are going to be pivotal, and if we have ·a ny
kind of reasonable good fortul_le we
should be coming out of that' in pretty good shape. But we certainly will
be having to ask our friends and supporters in the community to stand
by us and be patient. Recognize that
the kind of program we are hoping
to have isn't one that you can bring
about overnight.
I hope that as a part of that, we' 11
be able to get some stronger support
from the campus community as well
as the local people. We need to convince more· students that this is
so_mething worthy of their support
and worth coming to. That's critical.
Lee Lerner qontributed to this
story.
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Secretary of the Int.erior J aines Watt has .again
demons_trated his only qualifications for the guardianship
of our national parks and monuments. His statement last
)Veek concerning the members of a coal committee
underscores that his mouth is as big as the Gra~d Canyon
and his head is as empty as Carlsbad Caverns. ·
Mr. Watt joked in a speech before a group of business
leaders that the committee he appointed would fare well
in Congress because he had appointed a black, a woman,
two jews "and a cripple:' The secretary's statement
reflects what mu.iiy people view as the Reagan Administration's insensitivity to the problems of America's
minorities.
Mr. Reagan has already failed to make any substantial
strides toward recognizing the needs of these minorities.
If he persists ~ his refusal to fire Mr. ·Watt, he will be
demonstrating his refusal to make even a symbolic show
of support for the concept of equality and dignity for
these Americans.
This is where the distinction needs to be made. In the
past, Mr. Watt has gotten away with insulting everyone
from American Indians to Beach Boy fans but this time
he has ridiculed a basic tenant of the American system.
Apparently Mr. Watt doesn't accept the precept that intelligence and hard work make government better, not
skin color, sex, religion or physical.dexterity.
Mr. Watt owes America more than an apology. He
owes us his resignation.
'

Homecoming best ever
UCF's Homecoming began Sunday and it looks
as though the planners have done their job well. The
quality of the events scheduled this year are by far the
best UCF has ever seen.
The trend really began last year when the Homecoming
committee, ~haired by Richard Possein, booked comedian
Martin Mull as the week's capping concert. Mull canceled
at a time that preve:r;it.ed a rescheduling, but a serious attempt had been made to bring a higher level of ent.ertainment to the university.
This year's committee succeeded when it repeated that
attempt. Geralyn Clair, this year's chairwoman, and her
staff have planned an excelle ~t show featuring David
Brenner. With the help of UCF's Alumni Association and
Student Government, the university has provided the entire community with a show that is sure to be entertaining and enjoyable.
The most important note to underscore, however, is
that this year's events stood on their own merits. One
didn't have to cQmpel students to attend. There wasn't
anyone begging students to att.end ''for the good of the
school's image."
Finally, Homecoming planners have realized that the
way to ensure an outpouring of support is to book acts
people want to see.
·Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief
The politician who once had to learn to flatter kings
has now to learn to fascinate, amuse, coax, humbug,
frighten, or otherwise strike the fancy of the electorate.
·
· George Bernard Shaw
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"' Elections grooll1: politicians for incompeten~e
Last week's student
government elections achieved
the near impossible. Election officials and candidates
combined to turn one rather
small blue and white striped
tent serving as election headquarters, into a three-ring circus.
Appeals a're flying. Write-in
ballots ran out, one candidate
played political roule~te by
handing out a list of preferred
candidates (a sure way to
make enemies out of ones not
listed), and nine candidates
failed to turn in their expense
sheets on time.
Regarding the latter, election ·officials discarded four
apparently random solutions
before someone decided to see
if the constitutiQn had
anything to say about the
matter.
It did, ruining exainples of
original thinking of ascendency into office that Alexander
Haig would have been proud
of, and forcing the dis-

qualification fo the bunch.
The confusion on all sides
stemmed from the com- ·
paratively large 6.2 percent
voter turnout. Candidates app~ently became flustered at
the larger number of voters.
In past years campaign
help was unnecessary. With
two percent turnout, if you
could get two or three people
to work on your campaign,
they didn't have to. All they
needed to do was to vote for
you and you would win.
This year, however, the candidate without a cadre of

he spent the money at 4:15
p.m. and didn't turn in his
financial statement until 4:30
Wednesday-half an hour
late.
His fatal error was using
"common sense" and assuming that the deadline for turning in his campaign expense
statement was later than 4
p.m. because the polls didn't
eyen close until 7 p.m.
In an editorial last week,
my boss, Michael Griffin, call~
ed for elections reforms. But
SG is a learning experience so
maybe things should stay as
bad as they are. ·

lawyers, budget managers,
and press secretaries was at a
severe disadvantage.
One candidate who was trying to run a simple word-of·
mouth campaign, decided his
drive needed more punch in
the eleventh hour, so he in-

After all if any of these people are really serious about
going into politics, this is
perfect training. There is an
abundance of ineptness and
confusion ahead. Why should
things be any different now?
Alas, no one with common
sense
would last long in
vested $3 on a pen and note.
cards. The problem was that politics anyway.

From 011r readers
MacArthur calls for cooperation within the 16th senate
The first phase of the elections for the 16th Student
Senate is over and the runoffs and contest.ed seats will
be settled soon. Then the
senat.e must find a way to
forget tpe differences of past
sessions and return to productive work. The senat.e motto
is ''Students Serving
Students," an ideal that may
have been forgotten at times.
In spite of personal feuds
and antagonisms, the 15th
senate can be proud of an unmatched record of accomplishment. Work on
behalf of the student body
was carried out with great
concern. First, by the d.Uigent
work of individual senators in
discussion and research, then
by committees .co.nsidering.
measures in greater depth,
and finally by the full senate
in open debate. If issues were
hotly argued,.and many were,

With only eight holdovers
the democratic principies of
majority rule finally applied, from last year, the new senate
and elected representatives of is ready to begin work. There
the students voted as they
· MacArthur, page 11
felt they should.

Halbert defends statutes
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to differ with your
Forum opinion of last week.
Your statement that "the
largest problem with the SG
elections wer~ the statutes
that govern them" seems to
be slightly off-base. Those
statutes were almost the ex·
act same that governed what
the Future called possibly
"the cleanest Student
Government elections in UCF
history (A.p ril 1, 19S3,

be violated if the perpetrator
is determined enough.
Witness the millions of
. dollars of upper-class income
tax that go unpaid yearly.
There are many problems
iµherent in a student-run election, not the least of which are
the rules; as the Student
Government letter-head reads
" ... there are no easy answers,
no pat solutions ... ". In spite of
the problems with the elections;· the 16th Student
Senate looks good at this
Future).
stage and will certainly look
It would be wise to keep in better after the elections end.
mind that any regulation, no The Election Commissioners
matter how meticulous, can
Halbert, page 11

Letter Policy
"

Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
·author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under cer. tain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All let..ers are subject to editing.
Some letters may be design a Led
as ~est editorials at the editor's
discretion. with the permission of
the wriLer. All ,submitted material
becomes' the copyrighted property
of the> Future newspaper.
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FORUM CONTINUED
National On Campus Report

Rape poll reveals disturbing aspects about college relationships and attitudes
Fifteen percent of college
men questioned admit .
they've forced a woman to
have sexual intercourse. A:n
even higher percentage -confess they've .forced smi:ie
lesser level of sexual contact
on a woman. And there are indications those percentages
would rise if men weren't
afr'aid of getting caught.
Those are the. disturbing
findings of Auburn U.
p~ychologists ·
Karen
Rapapo~t
a:nd
Barry

Burkhart. They found the a woman if the were certain of wanted sexual contact as a
15 percent who admit to for- getting away with it. A right, Burkhart says. Over
cing intercourse all show other shocking 51 percent said they 20 percent of college women
defina ted
personality would.
surveyed say they have been
problems: They tend to be
Female attitudes are part of coerced into intercourse. But
generally irresponsible males the problem, too. Women still asked if they've been raped.
lacking social conscience, who don't. see firmly resisting un- less than 5 percent answer ye~··
regard violence as an accepJust when you thought it was safe to read the paper again,
table solution to problems.
But 15 percent who actually
. .
.
rape also draw support from
fire-breathing,
4,000
A
Editor:
widely held male attitudes,
Congratulations
on
finally
pound
automotive
monster
says Burkhart. He cites
another study which asked presenting ·t he real ''untold roars past a parade of human
college m~n if they would rape story" of the dangers of flesh, while the incapacitated
Alafaya Trail ("Dangers of driver, a foolish-looking male
Alafaya," Future, Sept. 16.) who slobbers at even the hint
Creig Ewin.g 's lusty and of female thighs jogging past
penetrating cultural analysis in lewd undulations, is of
ministration. The other of the inherent sexual and course reduced .to a helpless
source of funding would come mechanical dangers of this accident, waiting to happen.
While Mr. Ewing's suggesfro~ the capital improvement deadly strip of concrete and
tion
of a 5 mph scenic lane
asphalt
is
nothing
short
of
trust fund, and this fs a 1 to 2
sounds
plausible at first, I
Freudian
genius!
year project. There is no
argue
that
it would only comAs
a
veteran
observer
and
guarantee when a new strucpound
the
already
overcrowdtheorist
of
the
student
subture could be constructed, so
ed
traffic
situation.
Rather,
cultures
at
UCF,
I
have
long
there is a need to repair the
believed that the male plans should begin impopulace on this campus was mediately for a t8II fence to
· present Kiosk.
I am concerned about the on the same intellectual and block the view. Maybe barbed
image of this school and Stu- social level ·as toasters and wire should be strung across
dent Government. I believe lower vertebrates, but Mr. the top and artists could
that there is an immediate Ewing has peeled away the paint rows and rows of. sports
need to improve and renovate glossy trappings of designer statistics i.e. batting
the present Kiosk, with a long jogging shorts and bored-out averages, football ·scores,
range goal of having a bigger cylinders with such panache percentages, to discourage
and better Kiosk construct~d as to make the lyrics of Bruce the libidinous anarchy that
in the very near future. I hope Springsteen pale by com- swells in the loins and hearts
of the mobile male menace.
to see both of these goals ac- parison.
complished.
Stuart F. James
Student senator

Halbert--from page 10
will undoubtedly learn from
the problems of this election
and apply_ them in the future.
I believe that the "pit"
analogy of last week was unfair and inflammatory, for, in
the end, the best written rules
are only as good as those who
enforce them.
Struuey E. Halbert
Student body Vice President

MacArthur--------rompage io .
are problems that remain unsolved and new difficulties
coming up in the process of
adjustment to eac~ other.
Still, all of us should have the
same goal in mind, regardless
of how we set out to achieve
that goal: we want to do
whatever is within our power
to make student life at UCF a
more satisfying aild less
traumatic experience. This involves acting as an intermediary between the student body and the administration on major issues, making
decisions on spending student
funds on projects which
benefit students, and trying
to find solutions to the problems of small groups and individuals who would otherwise be ignored.
What lay ahead for the student government? Some big
issues, certainly, and a lot of
smaller ones. For example,
revisions to the constitution

.

Bob Jaxson: Ewing has finger on problem with. Alafaya trail

Kiosk improvements ·planned
Editor:
Last week. Mike Griffin
wrote an editorial concerning
the disrepair of the Student
Government Kiosk. I am
writing because something is
being done about· the condition of the Kiosk.
I submitted a bill for consideration by the Sixteenth
Student Senate, which provides for the immediate
renovation and improvement
of the Student Government
Kiosk. · Once repaired, the
Kiosk will be an appealing
building ready to handle the
needs of the. students.
Something is being done
about this building, as leaving it in its present condition
is counterproductive to the
purpose of Student Government.
As to former President
Perez'z plan, it involved
bringing in a temporary structure on campus. It is my
U:Qder-s tanding that the
university will not allow temporary or prefabricated structures to ·be placed on campus.
Former president Perez had
planned to make the structure
permanant, but as the mon.ey
was to come from what
money Student Government
had left at the end of his ad-

Nearly 80 percent of the
women questioned report
being the victim of some form
of sexual violence, ranging
from unwanted fondling to
battery.

and the senate rules to make
the running of the student
government a more coherent
process; ·
an attempt to
investigate the siege mentality . that students feel is
developing in the enforcement
branch, and a way to
safeguard student rights
from erosion; a set of
guidelines to protect student
P,roperty purchased with student funds.
Finally, we must find a way
for the. admiriistration, the
student government, and the
student body to communicate
with each other without antagonism. They must communicate with a practical
understanding of what is and
is not possible or legal, based
on the belief that all three parties have similar goals and,
therefore are, not enemies.
Sen. Mary MacArthur
Engineering

'

Then, again. Perhaps it is
Mr. Ewing who needs a pair
of blinders for his journeys
down the Trail. After all,
anybody who risks cirlving a
Pinto must have some subconcious desire for dangerous
living. And the bit about the
"kamikaze" frisbee throwers
on the beach? Darting around
cars driven by bikini-brained
bozos is the best way to pick
up chicks on the beach.
Finger catching a flying disc
while hurtling over the hood
of a Trans Am is a sure-fire attention getter. Or maybe Mr.
Ewing prefers to use the more
traditional approaches for
meeting women?
To quote Mr. Ewing on the
aspect of pick-ups on the
Trail, "Hardly practical but
then sometimes it's better to
just live dangerously."
BobJaxson
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Save 100's of DOLLARS
Good for one year. Only 5.00

Save money!!
Get your discount card at the Future Trailer

for sale

Furnished opts. 1/bdrm-$275 2bdrm/2bth
2/3people - $350 4/$375 3600 Khayyam
Ave. Call 273-0768.

. 1981 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell
helmet,4300ml, $995. Call 365-6901 after
6pm.

1----------------.......

1974 Mustang 11,4 cylinder.auto trans.,AM·
FM.good gas mileage. $950 firm. Call 657·
9057.
1980 Kawaski Motorcycle Ltd 1000 w/cruise
control. Just tuned up and ready to go. Excellent condition. $1,800 or will consider
your offer. Call 275-2314 days or 2n-7697
eves.
1971. Triumph
motorcycle,
clean,
mechanically strong. $900 or best offer. Call
830-1n2.
Full size wate:rbed w/frame and heater and
headboard. Brand new must sell $150. Call
830-1n2.
For sale 25" Magnavox color TV recently
serviced, very good .condition asking $100
or best offer. Call 657-0996.
Camera-Canon AT-1 body $100; Canon
motor drive 4 fr/s $50; call Ann 282-6564.

roommates

help wanted
Part-time delivery help. Must have van or
pick-up. Apply in person Sat. Oct. 1
9:00-10:00am at University Waterbeds,
11660 E. Colonial Dr.

Do you need extra income? Work 5-10 hrs.
per week earning $600 to $2,000 mo.
working your own hours. Call Cliff 6n-4534
or 646-9965and leave message.
Part-time ho'me cleaners needed. $3.75/hr
to start flex. hou!s to flt your schedule.must
have car and phone. Call 671-7463. Leave
name and number.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payments- for
placing posters on campus . Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well . 800-5260883.
Experienced waitress, part-time
Charlie's Deli & Pub. Call 365-2435.

for

typists·

American Services Roommate needed,
female; $110 plus ut1i. near .UCF 425-7122.

.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc·
tlon of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
I sereen re11able roommates, call Sue at Term pape·rs, Thesis, dissertations, research
282-8126. '
papers, resumes , cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for
SHARfHOU:SE~Prlvate room with ·bath. $225 a error .free neatness. We have IBM
mqnth includes utilities. Male or female. Displaywrlter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Nonsmoker. Call 273-5298.
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
r----------------1 service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available - 671·
3007.

for rent

NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRANCE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living rm. &
l<itchen, with all new appliances, quiet,
$425 plus deposit. lmmed. occupancy. Call
365-6625.
Apartment - available Nov. 2bed/1bath.
Across from UCF. Call 275-3439.

RESUMES at low rates and edited FREE! Im·
presslve originals. Awesome! Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.
NEED A REPORT TYPED? For all your typing
needs my full service gives you fast accurate and professional results. Only 3 miles
from UCF call 275-5185.

NEED HELP.? Call me, JAN, for all typing
needs: letters, resume.s, term papers, theses,
.etc. FORMER ENGLISHfSPANISH MAJOR.
·,~,
Many years experience in legal & administrative fie lds. STUDENT RATES, paper &
cover .FREE. Call: 253-0678 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 7672281 weekends.

Do you need student housing? Call Sue at
282-8126.

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $245-$2702 Pools, Tennis Courts

I>

)Jn-site bus.

Pizza Hut
Long John Silvers
Rax
Season's
Ponderosa
and lots more ·

eLASSIFIE.O

Student rate:
50 cents per line

273-5610

Discounts include:

Dllclunt onct1ry

This compact 4-tald plastic card represents
"75 Businesses Ind Restaurants wnh
150 locations offtring 10% to &0% ott

sv~. to UCf &,Colonial Mall .

COOPER OFFICE SERVICE-Typing by a
professlonal-fast-dependable-273-0553.

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term ·
•
papers, theses, reports, ·resumes, etc .
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
., and editing included. Reasonable. Call INTRODUCING the musicians referral service
282·8126 musicians in touch with musicians.
Bea,678·1386.
Theses , term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360. ·
Ccmputer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers. reports, etc.
From $1 .50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
Typing/word Processing . Thesis,Reports,Resumes,etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 671-3325 or 660-1220, Day or Eve.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes designed and typed,
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from
UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
available. Correction of grammar &
· spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
a week. Call 275-1709.
TYPING: Reports, term papers, dissertations,
gen. typ ing. Excellent copy. Experienced in
report writing/editing . Call 273-1635 after
6pm.
Typing service avai lahle, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
RESUMES
Designed/typed -671-3007.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Improve your
grades with my impressive originals and
editing assistance. You can depend on my
personal attention and expertise. Call
JUDY'S Business Service, 273-5298.
TYPING. Quality/assurance in 30 yrs exper.
IBM Set.II. Dlss,thesis,reports,letters resumes.
UCF employee & 1 mile from UCF. Marti 3656874.

1------------------t

carpool
Interested in carpool from Tavares or
Altamonte willing to drive and/or share ex·
penses. Call M. Thomas between 8-5 ext
2726 or after 7pm 904-326-3065.

services

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 1240 E. Hillcrest St., one block
south of Colonial off Mills. Available by
phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;or toll free 1800-432-8517'
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control inter:
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling .
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser·
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

I
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SATURDAY OCTOBER 1
DUFFER'S DELIGHT GOLF TOURNEY
VENTURA COUNTRY CLUB 1Dam

THRESHOLD RUN 9am

HOMECOMINGGAME TANGERINEBOWL 7:30pm

--
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The Best Picture of.the Year
New York Film Critics
National Board of Review

Best Actor of the Year
- Ben Kingsley

•

New York Film Critics
National Bo.a rd of Review
, Los Angeles Film Critics Assoc.

P~s. - That's right, P.s. may just
be what you've been e-xpec·ting to find at U.C.F .and .
haven~t found yet. P.S.-lt's a
Personel Seminar and it is
· designed as a series of dif·
ferent exp~riences that will
help you learn more about
yourself, coping with others,
and .making ·the most of your
college years. Tu find out
more about P.S., come to an
informational meeting Wednesday, October. 5th at
4;oopm in the University
Dining Room. If you want -to
follow-up on what you started
with your Orientation, or are a
campus leader who wants to
sharpen your skills, or a
student who just wants more,
P.S.-lt's for you.

His triumph changed the world .forever.
"Ben Kingsley is
nothing short of
astonishing as
·Gandhi."
Richard Schi~kel, TIME

·" The movie of the
.year. No person who
cares about what
greatness the mo.vie
screen is capable of
should miss it."

Karate l.esiure Class

· Rex Reed, NEW YORK POST

Friday Oct. 7 & Sunday. Oct. 9 ·
SCA 8:30

Are you interested?
Come by "C)r caH ·
the Stud.entCenter
275-26~ 1 by October 7.

"Trust Me, It's a pretty
good movie."
Richard Nixon

''Tommy -is a dazzling s·pectacle that demands and
holds the interest. It stuns the senses in a
swirl of color, energy and excitement."

,..;.

- Rex Reed. CHICAGO TRIBUNE

J
A paid su~plement by the PAC, a Student Government funded organization.

'

.

.
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It's .a Personal
Seminar
i

--

..

.

'

.

.

.

··--

··- ·--·-:::---

~------~. e~~Go~ ,©®'e---------·

Seminar Topics
· ·Self esteem
* Value-Clarification
•. Coping with college
* Time management
*_Study skills
* Health and its effect on
studies
*.Leadership
_
~ Human sexuality and
relationships
·.·career . and
employment Topics will be covered
by experts in these
fields

The People,

The ·Truth,

The Reasons, The Answers

Wednesday Oct. 5

SCA8:30

l.

"Ken Russell's
filmization of ''Tommy"
is spectacular
·
in nearly every way."
-Variety

'1bur senses wDI l1eYer be the same.

-

.

.

.

A. po id supplement·by
the PAC,
.
- a Student
. Government funded organization.·
.
·~.
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- Snowshoe,· West .Virginia
. JANUARY 2-7 1984
Cost: $215.00
Includes: ·.Transportation
Lodging
Lift Tickets
Kick -Off Party
October 19 -

4 Days&Nights
in New York City
Includes:_ Tour of the City
Boat Tour One Broadway Play
· 1 Day&Night in Washington
1 Day&Night in WilHamsburg.
DECEMBER 16-23 1983
Cost: $335.00

Find out more

30 OCTOBER

Threshold Run
HOMECOMING
PARADE 12:30pm HOMECOMiNG
PICNIC

Don't miss the first fall Hot
Issue program, October 12.
2.

3

4

Concert
David Brenner

6

5

P.S.

1

Lake Claire
UCF Football vs
Valdosta State
7:30 pm T/Bowl

7

Personal Seminar

4:00pm UDR
SC Movie
Tommy
8.:30pmSCA

SC Movie
Ain't Mlsbehavin
8:30pmSCA

9
SC Movie
Gandhi
8:30SCA

10

11

HOT ISSUES
8:30SCA

12

Green
Entertainment &
Picnic 11-1 ·
Cinema Pub

Patton

SC Movie
Gandhi

8:30pmSCA

13

UCF Football vs
Bethune
Cookman Coll.
7:30 pm T-Bowl

Future Homecoming-September 30, 1983
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Homecomin
Sports week
Knights set for Homecoming
battle against Valdosta State
by Creig Ewing
Future sports

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Ted Wilson returns a kick for the Knights at last week's game
against North Alabama. Knights lost the game 47-20.

Despite a number of injuries and back-to-back
losses, Knight players and
Coach Lou Saban are confident · of a homecoming win
when UCF (2-2) goes against.
Valdosta State (1-2) Saturday
night at the Tangerine Bowl.
Saban, who called the
defense a "shambles" after
last week's 47-20 drubbing
by North Alabama, has switched from a 5-2 defense to a
4-3·, with defensive tackle and
leading tackler Darrell Rudd
(17 unassisted and 7 assisted) ·
swi tc-hing
to
inside
linebacker.
Saban was concerned that
some of his young players.
might be down after last
week, but his worries vanished Monday. "The team's at:
titude is good. · We had one of
our best practices ever,'' he
said.

Injuries to the Kllights in· ready to play dead yet after
elude:
linebackers Jerry being outscored 101-48 in the
N emethy (knee), punter and last two games.
tight-end Glenn McCombs
"We've got to keep plug(broken hand), .both out; offen- ging. It was the mistakes that
sive tackle Preston Roberts hurt us. We have the talent.. ·
(chest cramps), ·running back They can't beat us on our
Terrence Bonner (knee), and homecoming,'' he said.
linebacker Glenn Whelpley
LiJ?.ebacker J am'ie Lugo
echoed Rudd's statements.
(knee) all doubtful.
But Rudd was typical of the
Blazers, page 28
Knight players who aren't
.

Knight football at a glance
Who: Valdosta State College (1-2), head coach Jim Goodman vs. University of Central Florida (2-2), head coach Lou Saban.
What: UCF Homecoming. The Knig~ts and the Blazers clash in UCF's
third home contest of the season.
When: Kick off is at 7:30 p.m: Saturday.
Where: Tangerine Bowl in downtown Orlando.
Tickets: Plenty available at campus ticket outlets or at game stadium
ticket booths, students $4 in advance or $5 at gate.
Expected crowd: 15,000
Notes: This is the second meeting between the two schools. Last year, in
Valdosta, Ga .• the K:rlights lost to VSC, 13-7 to the Blazers as they
celebrated their first ever homecoming victory.

T~e. contributions that make the

by Cr~g ~

-

· ..

have trouble raising any.
money/' Yount' said.
UCF football fundraising
Although the community
efforts have surpassed support has been more than
athletic department officials' expected, ticket sales at the
two home games have been
expectations, netting about
$400,000 this year in the probelow expectations.
gram's bid to move into DiviYount attributes that to
sion 1-AA by 1985.
people 'taking a wait-and-see
Eric Yount, director of attitude about the 2-2
Knight Boosters, the fun- Knights who were 7-22 in the
draising arm of the athletic last three years.
.
program, credits Athletic
According to Petersor, at-.
Director Bill- Peterson and tendance would have to be
head football coach Lou about 12,000-15,000 for both
Saban, both former profes- teams to make a fair profit.
sional and major college Attendance at the opener
coaches, with this year's . against Elizabeth ·City was
financial success.
9,041 and the announced
''If it wasn't for them we'd figure fo:r last week's game
Future-sports

c

against North Alabama w~s
8,307.
"Participation from the
students is very important.
Anytime you · endeavor to
start something you're going
to have growing pains. I'm
refilly happy that students
lined up at the box (last
week). We sold about 3,000
tickets at the. gate," Peterson
said.
. Peterson said this year's ·
goal with the boosters was
$200,000 plus another
$130,000 for scholarships. A
$50,000 donation by New
York Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner and a $100,000

.

football team go

· gift to be spread over three
years by T~xas land
developer and oilman Hal
Curry put UCF well over this
year's mark.
A relatively new university,
with a young alumni base and
fledgling football program,
UCF relies heavily on community support of its football team. Saban and Peterson have been hard at work to
impress that upon the community. Both have made over
100 speeches this year.
"The new guy on the block
gets to make the hew
speeches,'' chuckled Peter- ·
son. ''We get people to realize

what a great institution this
is and what an impact it has
on the community.
"We don't have a tough
time selling (the footb8.ll program). But we need to bring
big teams like Florida State
and Miami. That's dowri the
road." ·
·Unlike UCF's other sports,
which get a total of $355,000
from student government and
$83,000 from the federal Title
IX grant, the football program relies entirely on donations and ticket sales, Peterson said. Five percent of the
Donations, page 29

1'

UCF football leade·rs
Individual offensive leaders

Individual defense leaders
Total tackles

Rushing

Davis 45 carries for 277 yards
Bonner 17 carries for 84 yards
Sam 15 carries for 65 yards

Rudd 24
Johnson 24
Riddle 20
Culpepper 18
Foley 18

Passing
Fumble recoveries
Thyhsen 55 for 113 for 780 yards
Ross 0 for 2 for 0 yards
Lugo 0 for 1 for 0 yards
Receiving

Rudd 1
Allen 1
Culpepper 1
Hall 1Henley 1

McCombs 11 catches for 129 yards
Froehlich 10 catches for 148 yards Sacks
Rountree 9 catches for 110 yards
Rudd 3
Scoring • total points
Nemethy 1
Cowart 1
Ryerson 26
Glasford 12
Interceptions
Rivers 12
Froehlich 12
Foley 1
Wilson 12
. Henley 1
Davis 12
Riddle 1

Pam Glmson/Fulure

UCF head coach Lou Saban and starting quarterback Dana Thyhsen di8cuss strategy during a
~e-out in last week's game against UNA.

Page 18
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Homecoming '83
AQUARIUS DRIVE

Threshold
runner~

ready
by Dan

R~usso

Future sports

Hundreds of runners will invade the UCF campus Saturday morning to take part in
the fifth annual Threshold .
"Run for the Kids."
·
The 5,000 meter road race
will be the highlight of a
series of running events to be
held a,t UCF all through the
morning.
Dr. Richard Tucker, race
director and chairman of the
psychology department at
_UCF, expects there to be
· about 1,500 runners competing in this year's race.
The Threshold Run, the
first race in the '83-'84 Track
Shack Grand Prix series, is a
race to benefit Threshold Inc.,
a program started several
. years ago to aid multihandicapped children with severe
be·h avioral and affective
dysfunctions.
According to Tucker, the
race was started as a fundraiser for Threshold Inc. in
1979. It took over for the old
FTU Cross-Country Carnival
and is now considered one of
the largest · road races in the
Run,page28

.

~

•
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Homecoming '
Davis' running prowess
pushes Knight ground game
by Dan·Russo

t.o 136 yards Victor Lewis with the way the team came
gained against Hampton- back in the second half.
''There was no doubt in my
His name may not be well- Syndey in 1981.
.
While Davis' performances mind that I was capable of
known yet, but if UCF
I did," Davis
runningback Elgin 'Davis in last week's 47-20 shelling performing
keeps racking up the yards at the hands of the University said. ''I'm sure I surprised a
like he has in his last three of North Alabama showed a lot of people.''
Surprise or not, with the
games, he may be one of the hint of inconsistency, headbrightest stars on a young coach Lou Saban said Davi·s, kind of performances Davis
and much improved Knight like the rest of the freshmen has been giving, he could be
team.
on the squad, is learning starting for a long ti:rrie to
Davis, a six-foot, 190 pound through experience. Davis come.
freshman from ·Jacksonville, rushed for only 20 yards in · Davis, who has played comcame from out of reserve duty nine carries last week against petitive football every year
obscurity to have one of the a formidable UNA defense. since 1974, decided to come to
finest rushing games in UCF Nevertheless his outstanding UCF to pursue his goal of a
history · on Sept. 10 against performa~ces o~tnumber the professional football career
Georgia Southern.
disappointing ones.
mainly because of the arrival
Starting in place of injured
Two w:eeks ago against of Saban.
fullback Terrence Bonner, Southeastern Louisiana,
"Saban's arrival definitely
Davis rushed for 134 yards on Davis gained 123 yards · had an influence on my choice
18 carries in the Knights se- rushiI?-g in a losing effort. of school to attend," he said.
cond victory of the season. Despite that disappointment, "With the experience he has,
The 134 yards rushing, much Davis said that the Georgia I fully trust him to make this
of which came on a 50-yard Southern game was satisfy- program .succeed.''
TD run, was second only t.o ing and he was impressed
Davis, page 28
Future sports
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Tentative starting lineups:
UCF

VALDOSTA STATE

WR 84 Jim Rountree
LT 65 Kol tan Riley
LG 66 Jorge Magluta
C 57 Jim Bray
RG 64 Charles Miller
RT 74 Preston Roberts
TE 86 · Jim Adams
WR 14 Jeff Froehlich
OB ·18 Dan~ Thyhsen
FB 44 Elgin Davis
TB 20 Kim Nixon

WR 87 Brad Martin
LT 78 Mark Catano
LG 58 Andy Sharpless
C 77 Eric Jarvis
RG 65 Stan Long
RT 75 Stacy Blake
TE 85 Wayne Hamm
WR 3 Kelvin Sheppard
OB 15 Steve Griffin
FB 28 Alton Battle
TB 30 Tracy Soles

LT 80 Darrell Rudd
NG 78 Danny Allen
RT 72 Charlie Lincoln·
LB 43 Kevin Cowart
LB 58 Tom Johnson
LB 55 Jeff Farmer
LB 41 Herbert Hall
RCB 4 ·Darius Fore
FS ·9 Victor Riddle
~S 19 Darin Culpepper
LCB 5 Gregg Atterberry

LE 93 Keith Reddings
LT 99 Jay Walls
NG 95 Pete Shutters
RT 56 Elson Bolar
RE 88 Jessie Tuggle
LB 51 Lenny Parker
LB 40 Curtis Thompson
RCB 13 Jimmie Francis
SS 1 Quinton Reed
FS 35 Timmy Massey
LCB 5 Jeff Hanton

' . U.S.News & World Report presents

News that

Sticks

... in your mind. For planning ahead .. . forming an
opinion . . . building a strong foundation for your person?! and your professional life.
Read U.S.News to get bottom-line facts on politics
. . . business .. : the economy. Late-breaking reports on trends that are shaping America's job market
... the way we live . . . your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

•

rI - - - - ..
Money-saving

Student Coupon

I
I

DYES, send me ·23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll sav13 50% off the regular _
subscription rate and 77% off the
COVf¥r price.
Name~-~----:---__:-----~
Name - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - = - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. _ __

I S~hool

•

Pam Glmson/Future

Hand off
UCF quarlerback Dana Thyhsen hands off to runningback Elgin Davis last week. Davis is the
Knights' leading ground gainer this season. Against Georgia Southern he rushed for 134 yards, in·
eluding a 50-yard TD run.
·

F~ce it .. . you've always wanted to fly! Many of us have had the feeling . .. and for some it 'has never
gone away.
·
If. you ~ave that feeling, then you·r.e in luc.k, Air Force RO!C Flight Instruction Prog.rom (FIP) is available to
yo~ . Its designed to teach you the basics of flight through flying lessons in small aircraft at a civilian opera.ted
flying school.
·
The program i~ ~n EXTR~ for cadets w~o can .qualify to. become Air Force pilots through Air Force ROTC.
Ta~e.n dunng the sem.or year in college, FIP 1s the first step for the cadet who is going on to Air Force jet pilot
trommg otter graduation.
. !his is all reserved for the cadet who wants to get
his life off the ground . . with Air Force silver ptlot
wings. Check it out today.

HOTC

I

I City/S t a t e - - - - - - - - - - Zip _ __ ••
Mail coupon to : U.S.News & I
I · u.s.News World
Report. Room 264, 2300
N St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
I ,
20037
I
Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCFbrought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.
.I
& WORLD Re PORT

----- --

DO YOU WANT TO FLY?

•

I

Contact:
Capt. Mark Coyne
Humanities It Fine Arts
·
Room214
276-2264
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Homecoming golf tournament slated for Saturday
Alhambra Golf and Tennis
Club in Orlando as a part of
Future sports
the
Homecoming
'83
festivities.
A UCF alumni golf tournaIt will be a fun tournament
ment will be held Saturday open to UCF alumni,
morning at 8 a.m. at the students, faculty, staff and
by Dan Russo 1

the general public, according
to Mark Glickman, alumni
relations coordinator.
There is a $20 fee to get into
the toij.l"nament. This will include entry fee, green fee, use
of golf cart and lunch.

Glickman said three prizes
will be given for the low gross
and three for the low score.
Door prizes will also be given
away and all participants will
receive a free golf towel.
Helning out wlth the tour-

nament will be Burger King,
which will provide sandwiches; the Wayne Densch
Co. which will pi:ovide
Michelob beer; and Coca-Cola
.Co., which will provide soft
drinks.

Huggins is
new assistant
hoop coach
Bob Huggins, head coach at
Walsh (Ohio) College the past
three seasons, has been named assistant men's basketball
coach by head coach Chuck
Machock.
Huggins, 29, guided the
Cavaliers to an impressive
71-26 record in the last three
years, including a 30-0 regular
season recqrd in 1982. Huggins was NAIA District 22
and Mid-Ohio Coach of the
Year the past two seasons.
Machock, named UCF's
head coach last week, has
worked with Huggins before.
Both coaches worked
together at Ohio State as
assistant coaches.

•

•

•

Surf club
holds con'test
by Mitch v arnes
Future sports

Chevron Says "YES"
to Computer Professionals
Chevron says "YES" to rewarding careers for Computer Professionals.
"YES" to diversity and challenge ... to gaining knowledge through association with some of the finest minds in our industry ... to valuable training
and guidance ... advancement... and professional growth in this vital
career field . Consider what we've got to offer the Computer Professional.
Chances are you'll say "YES."
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS come from many fields of expertise,
including engineering, science, business administration and computer
science. Each contributes a special insight or talent for organization,
communication and problem solving that improves and maintains our
·
intricate information network.
APPLICATIONS involve diverse areas supporting major functional
aspects of the company including finance, administration, logistics,
planning, marketing, refining, engineering, exploration , production and
chemicals. Our people support two large data centers, state-of-the-art
systems software and a vast data communications network.
OPERATIONS involve a large IBM mainframe shop using MVS/SP;
VM/CMS and VP/CSS Operating Systems; SNA Networks; PU1, COBOL
and FORTRAN Procedure Languages; and IMS, CICS, NOMAD and
MARK IV Database and File Management Systems.
BENEFITS include immediate assignment to a project at one of our
four locations in the San Francisco Bay Area that matches your experience and skills level. You'll receive continuous on-the-job training and
the support needed to advance quickly to increasingly n~sponsible
assignments. Our horizons are continuing to expand so that, today\
ta lented people can reach high technical or management levels taster
than ever before.

CHEVRON RECRUITERS
VISIT THIS CAMPUS
OCTOBER 13-14
To arrange for an interview with Chevron recruiters, check with your
College Placement Office or write : Manager, Professional Recruiting,
P.O. Box 7137, San Francisco, California 94120.
We are an affirmative action , equal opportunity employer.

Chevron

•

Standard Oil Company
of California
Computer Services Department

It was victory at sea for
Cocoa Beaches' Jimbo Hail as
he came out on top of a pack
of 53 surfers last Saturday to
win the first UCF Open Surfabout in Cocoa Beach. The
contest was held in 4-7 feet
choppy waves, with a strong
north wind prevailing.
Semifinal heats provide a
number of upsets as highly
favored Billy Austin from
Satellite
Beach
was
eliminated in what was to
have been his last contest
before turning professional.
UCF's Scott Bradley was
disposed of in this round also
after winning his first heat
earlier in the day.
The finals were held in
larger waves, with a low tide
making long rides to the
shore possible. It was those
long consistent rides that carried Eastern Surfing Association All-Star Hail to victory.
Second and third place
finishers, Brian Hinton and
Pau·l Melche.r , both of
Satellite Beach, surfed ag. gressively, but were unable to
keep up with Hail's pace.

Final Results:
1) Jimbo Hail-Cocoa Beach
2) Brian Hinton-Satellite
Beach
.
3) Paul Melcher-Satellite
Beach

•

•

•

2

PIZZA'S
1

LOW PRICE

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S
273-5010

•

•
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Smith tops

UCFmen
by David Knauf
Future sports

UCF's men's cross country
finished ninth after facing 12
Division I and II regional
powers at the Florida State
Invitational.
UCF's David Smith led the
Knights' cause with a five
mile clocking of 25:18 and a
twenty-second place finish:
Smith's ti:me was the fastest
in UCF history, shattering
the former record of 25:52
set by Ken Brace in 1982.
Overall the young UCF
squad, composed of four
freshmen, to sophomores,
~d ~rie juajor,-ran tlieir
fastest races to date. "I am
pleased with their times, and
if we keep improving like this
we will finish strong at the
.
.
Eiieen Sam~lson/Future·
Women's cross country practice, left to right, Jill Wohlander, Julie Youngberg, Rose Vouso and Division II regioDal chamAlice Williams.
pionships,'' coach Tom Metts
David Smith EHeen Sc:'fme1sdn1FUfure
said.
Tomorrow the Knights will This dual meet will take place
battle Rollins College at 7:30 before the ''Threshold Run for
tain Alice Williams were and said he felt great about a.m. on the UCF campus. the Kids" race.
by Sonya Wilder
among the top 10 finishers in the women's performance.
Future sports
SALON ·. PERSCRIPTION• :a
the - race, while Jill ;'The women did a good job,"
m·
Wohlander and Debbie . Metts said.
0
The women's next race will
With sophomore Gail Jones Walters were fourth and fifth
~
be tomorrow here on the UCF
and freshman Rose Vuoso for the Lady Knights. ·
m
The women's squad scored campus. The.race, set to start
leading the pack, the UCF
2
women's cross country team a low 45 points, followed by at 8:10 a.m., will be a dual one
walked away with the first Rollins College at 65 points against cross-town rival
place overall team trophy last and Lakeland' s Florida Rollins College. The women
weekend at the St. Leo Invita- Southern with 96 points.
have defeated Rollins in each
tional.
Coach Tom Metts was hap- of their previous races this
Jones, Vuoso and team cap- py with the meet's outcome season.

Women ready for Rollins Tars

·includes Hair analysis

ElECTRONIC/COMPflTER ENGINEERS

OPEN.
9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

•

No Gratuities Please
WEARE HERE

WATTS!

,. ·~

•. ..
%

~

¥

JJ/

CURRY FORD ROAD

10000001

~

>

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW ,YOU'RE PUZZLED .
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKtLLS

WAR.NER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CE-NTER
oUeis a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems lri the world.
Warner Robina ALC wlll hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Emptoyment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

z•

c.
-u
0

.....

ROBINS A.F •.B., GEORGIA 31098

Cl:

U.S CITIZENSHIP FiEOUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Cl)

Cl:

'---------------------------------------------------- -~REDKEN

SALO~ ·

PERSCRIPTION •·
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Francios; a UCF soccer leader
by Ted Young

Last year a junior, Francios
had his best season yet scoring 12 goals and garnering six
Rony Francios, UCF' s top assists. For those efforts he
retur.n ing men's soccer player was . voted an All-~onference,
from last year is definitely All-southern and Allone of the program's biggest . American player. Impressive
assets.
statistics, but not surprising
When he came to UCF, the for someone with soccer roots
5-foot-11-inch senior scored like Francios.
five goals and was named the
Born and raised at Port-ofMost Outstanding Newcomer Prince, Haiti, Francios played
and Most Valuable Pla¥er. at St. Louis de Gonzague
That same season he went High School. In his senior
All-conference.
year, his team won the senior
In 1981 Francios shared the interschool championship.
MVP honors with goalie Rick
In 1979, Francios moved to
Bratincevic. That season Florida and attended
Francios scored six goals and Tallahas~ee Junior College.
again went. All-conference as During his two year stint at
well as All-state.
TJC he played on the Florida
Future sports

·

,..,'j-

-

- _

State University soccer club.
After completing his studies
there he transferred to UCF
on a full scholarship.
Coming into his fourth
season of UCF soccer, Fancios said things won't be
easy. The remainder of this
season will entail a lot of hard
work because the competition
is getting better, he said.
Despite the tough competition he said the team is ready
to fight.
The future looks bright for
Francios. He is currently
working towards a bachelor's
degree in computer science
and a master's degree in
Francios, page.29

Pam Glmson/Future

Rony Francios dribbles the ball in a game this year. Francios has
played for UCF the past three seasons.

I-

Robert Liut fights for possession in a game earlier this month.

Men's soccer rolls on to Miami
The Central Florida men's
soccer team will be looking to
defy the odds Tuesday even·
ing when they travel to
Miami to play Florida International. The series record
between the two schools is 7-1
in favor of FIU. Last year the
Knights lost to FIU 2-1 at
UCF. Rony Francios scored
the lone UCF goal in the
match.
Over the past eight
. meetings between the two

schools, UCF has been shutout four times by FIU.
Ironically, the only win by
UCF was a 1-0 shut·m~t in
1976.
The Knights are coming off
a 6-0 win over St. Leo College.
It was the men's first Sunshine State Conference ·g ame
of the 1983 season. Once
again in the spotlight is
senior
forward
Francios. O~er the first six games
for the Knights this season,

you get a whole lot more

THE VILLAGE DONUT
SHOP Open 10·6
Drop by for a free donut
on us with purchase of
drink, with U.C.F. l.D.
Also serving
Soup & Sandwiches
2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705

Francios · has scored five
goals.
The men will return home
to St. Clair Field on Sunday,
Oct. 2, to host Eckerd College. The 2 p.m. match will be
the second conference match
for UCF this season.
In t.Qe last poll released by
the College Ranking Board
the Central Florida Knights
were given votes for recognition. The new poll is expected
later this week for the top ten
poll.
Call your locaJ
police, and learn how
to help protect your
neighborhood.
Help ine, McGrufr

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

~RIME
C l981 TheAdwrtlslngC.OuncU. Inc

f!WI
~:::·~:::~<11•1JUon
~ !.hlB publlcaUon e.nd Tho Ad CouncU.
0

\

TWO PIZZA'S
. 273-5010

DELIVERED

FOR$9.99 .

SAVE $3~00 WITH

COUPON.FREE

DELIVERY

·

b
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Women's soccer team
does poorly in Cortland
The UCF womens' soccer
team suffered its worst
outing of the 1983 schedule
by losing to both Boston College and the University of
Connecticut and taking a tie
against the University of
Massachusetts in the Cortland State Invitational Tournament in Cortland, NY.
The losses . marked the first
time ever the Lady Knights
have lost more than two
games in one season. Boston
College and Connecticut join
Cin~innati
and North

Carolina as the only teams to
defeat UCF over the past
three ~ears of the women's
soccer program.
The Lady Knights' next
match will be the Toilrnament
of Champions to be held at
UCF Oct. 8 & 9. The tournamen~ will, however, not be considered a varsity match for
NCAA rankings since it is
composed of only highly
rankecf club teams.
In the latest national ranking for womens soccer the The UCF crew team takes a break from practice on Lake Pickett.
Lady Knights were named at
seventh in the nation.

.

Crew team gearing up for fall

by Pete Clapham
Future sports

The splash of oars echos
once again across Chuluota' s
tranquil Lake Pickett ·a s the
UCF crew teai.n gears up for
another fall season.
A .massive recruiting drive
that began during orientation
week netted some 60 candidates for both . the men's
and women's teams . ..

~

The fall season will see
men's and women's entries in
the prestigous Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston as
well as the Head .of the Chattahoochie in Atlanta. Both of
these events are three mile
courses.
Meanwhile, the beginning
rowers will perfect their

A major project of the team
thus far has been the con·st ruction
of
a
new
prefabricated boathouse at
the crew's rowing site on
. Lake Pickett.

Eiieen SomelsonlFuture

The project, supervised by
former crew member and now
freshmen· coach Bob Evans, is
the first in the team's 11 year
history. The shelter will house
the team's existing shells as
well as several shells currently on order . .

.>==:;_-

strokes .in preparation for
November's freshmen/novice
Regatta in Tampa.
Those still interested · in
joining the crew team should .
contact Dennis Kamrad in the ·
College of Liberal Studies,
ADM 374.

IF YOU LIKE .BANKING
MADE.EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
UCF campus. We have
spacious ·parking,·fast drive in
tellers and two CITIZENS 24 HR
automated teliers in Oviedo
and at UCF·in the ATM building.
All to make banking easy for
you .
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King calls her a leader

Sniegowski boosts volleyball
by Sonya Wilder
~uture

sports

With 15.years of playing experience behind her, it's not
hard to understand why Carol
Sniegowski is the number one
setter
the w'o men's
volleyball team.
The 5-foot-9-inch junior has
gotten off to an excellent
start this season capturing an
all-star award in the team's
first tournament of th~ year.
During the tournament held
in Charleston, S.C., the team
played 21 games which total·
ed eight matches. Sniegowski
played in all of the games during the two-day tournament.
According to Coach Lyn
King, Sniegowski is an allaround player; not only is she
a good .setter, but she is one of
the best hitters on the team.
It is her versatile playing
. ability that has enabled
Sniegowski to become a
leader, King said. This is one

for

of the reasons why
Sniegwoski serves as captain
for this year's squad.
Sniegowski says she enjoys
being captain on the team.
She is a talker on and off the
court, of ten encouraging
fellow teammates. Being the
captain, Sniegowski has to
represent the team in many
wars, including being the
spokeswoman. In collegiate
volleyball the coach is not
allowed to communicate with
the game officials. Therefore,
Sniegowski has to know the
rules of the game thoroughly
to represent the team properly.
Holding the position as the
number one setter is a big-job
in itself; "being the setter is
just like playing quarterback
on the field. The setter has to
know all of the team's plays,"
King explained. Sneigowski
has to be in charge of things
at all times, King said.
Because of this Sniegowski

said she feels obligated to
keep things under control.
She seems to try hard to s_e t a
good example for her newer
teammates.
''I try to tell my teammates
what I see them doing wrong
and I don't get mad when
they criticize me,'' Sniegowski
said.
She said she feels that this
year's team is closer personal·
ly than last year's squad.
"Last year we would win
our first game and then sit
back for the next two and expect them to be handed to us,
the captain said. This year
though, it is different; We
work hard to win our matches.'' Sniegowski said that
King's attitude has a lot to do
· with the differe~ce in the two
teams. "She is out to train us
to be the best that we can
possibl~ be, whether it be first
· in the conference or last," she
commented. "She is definitely
putting 100 percent into it."

Pam Glmson/Future

Carol Sniegowski sets one up in practice in the UCF gym.

Show your class·

a Dutch of Class.
6 bottles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland~'
6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways
to show your class what class is all about.

Volleyball
team
undefeated
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

The
UCF
Women's
volleyball team will put their
8-0 record on the line when
they travel tQ Lakeland today
to compete in the Florida
Southern Tournament.
The tournament will be a
round-robin format in which
every team will face each
other in the tournament.
Other teams competing are
Jacksonville University, East
Tennessee, Troy _State,
Rollins, Florida lnt:ernational
tional Unive~sity, University
of Tampa, Jacksonville State,
North Alabama and Florida
Southern.
"They're all good teams,"
UCF coach Lyn King said.
"They will be more competitive than the iast tournament we played in."
Although the season is just
starting, King said making
predictions is hard to do. She
expects Jacksonville University and Florida Southern to
be the toughest teams in the
tournament.

u

.f

"We really didn't run a lot
of plays in the first tournament," the coach said. "Instead we relied on playing
fundamentally
sound
volleyball and we had more
desire than the other teams.
But with the offensive
strat:egies we've been working
on for the past two weeks, we
stand ·a very good chance of
winning this tournament.'' '

On Oct. 4, the team will
begin its Sunshine State ConLAGER BEER
ference schedule at Rollins
A brewer's masterpiece from Holland'."
College Enyart Alumni
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Fieldhouse.
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Saban said defense in shambles

UNA runs rampant throughKnight defense
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Headcoach Lou Saban and
the UCF Knights found out
firsthand last Saturday night
that learning through exp_erience is no picnic, as the
North Alabama Lions trounced the Knights, 47-20.
''Our defense is in
shambles,'' Saban said after
the contest. He was referring
to the plague of injuries the
defense has suffered in the
last three games. Saban' s
mood after the game reflected
a somber respect for teams
the caliber of North Alabama.
''After shellacking like this, ,
you wonder what you can do
against strong ball clubs like
these," he said.
Nevertheless, Saban said
that he is not giving up yet.
"Against clubs like this you
just take your whipping and
keep working," he said. .
On Tuesd~f· Saban said

that most of the players had board with 1:52 left in first
emotionally recovered from quarter on a 10 yard pass
the losses and were ready to from quarterback Dana
give the Homeocming game
Thyhsen to tight end Jim
against Valdosta State their Adams.
best shot.
UNA bounced right back in
UN A
proved
their the second quarter. The Lion
superiority early in the game offense showed no respect for
last week when they UCF's defense as they moved
recovered a UCF fumble on the ball 88 yards on eight
the Knight 22 yard line. Three plays, scoring on a 22 yard
plays later they turned it into touchdown pass from quarterthree points on the strength back Rusty Towery to tight
of a 32 yard field goal by end Chuck McCurley to make
James Knowles.
it 17-7.
On the Lions nest possesThe next time the Lions got
sion, they ran consistently · the ball they moved 33 yards
through the UCF middle, · in nine plays scoring on a 27
driving 65 yards on seven yard field goal by Knowles.
plays with UNA's runnThe Knights' offense coningback Clarence Johnson tinued to flounder in the seculminating the drive with a cond quarter. Thyhsen, contwo yard • touchdown bull sistently under pressure,
through . the UCF line. threw into crowds of UNA
Johnson went on to rush for defenders, and UCF's leading
131 yards in 16 carries and
runningback Elgin Davis was
score three touchdowns in the unable to crack the tenacious
game.
Lion line.
UNA came out fast in the
UCF m~aged to get on the

second half scoring on a 10 in the game, scampered in
yard run by Johnson with from four yards out to cap an
11 :07 re~aining in the 87 yard drive by the Lions.
With about three minutes
quarter.
left, UNA scored once more
The Knights were able to on a seven yard pass from
mount two offensive drives in reserve quarterback Bobby
the third quarter, but had to Duncan to flanker Lewis
settle for field goals on both Billups,
as their offense became inept
Line Score, page 29
once inside the UNA 35 yard
line. Scott Ryerson tacked the
six points on the board for the
Knights with field goals of 42
and 51 yards.
Despite those efforts by the
Knight offense, the defense
showed that they were unequal to the task of containing
UNA's potent scoring
machine as the Lions scored
less than three minutes later
on a three yard touchdown
run by Johnson.
I

The Lions continued to
pour salt on the Knight
wound. Tailback Thomas
Eiieen Somelson/Future
Calhoun, with 8:'43 remaining The taste of defeat.

UCF golf teams
improving
by Ted Young
. Future sports

. :I

Wayne Mendel, head coach
of the UCF men's golf team,
is optimistic about the coming fall season.
Last year the team was
ranked ninth in the state and
this year Mendel said he
thinks the team has a shot at
the Sunshine State Conference crown and the National Championships in May
because of added confidence
and depth on the team.
"I feel we have a lot more
depth. There are a lot of
players who can step in and
do the job if somebody is not
playing well," Mendel said
this added depth, he said, "is
a luxury we haven't had in the
past."
The men's team has a total
of 12 players with their top
five consisting of Joe Regner,
Bill Byrne, Yngve Nilsson,
Mike Freeman and Joe
Foguth.
In women's golf

While the women's team is
relatively new at UCF, this
being only their second
season, Mendel said they are
a strong team. ''I feel we are a
lot stronger this year than we
were last year due to
new players. We can lower
our scores 60 shots a tournament, which will make us
competitive with other teams
in the state," he said. .._...._.

__________

"ALL PIZZA

COUPONS

FROM ANY PIZZA PLACE

HONORED"

The T.Rowe Price 403 (b).plan
gives ~u freedom ofchoice and
freedom to·change.
The T. Rowe Price 403(b)(7) plan gives
the employees of nonprofit and educational
organizations the advantages of retirement
investing with pretax dollars ... and something more. ·
Choose your investment o~jective.
We offer 403(b)(7) participants the freedom
to choose.from eight no-load mutual funds,
including stock, bond, international, and
money market funds. These funds pursue a
number of distinct and different objectives,
including high current yield with safety of
principal, capital appreciation, or stable
income over the long term.
Change course with a toll-free call.
When changes in personal needs 'or in
financial markets suggest a change in investment strategy, we offer your plan participants
the freedom to move their money to other
T. Rowe Price Funds. All it takes is a toll-free
phone call. And there's never a sales charge _
or a transfer fee-.

Investment specialists since 1937. .
T. Rowe Price manages more than $8 billion
in mutual fund assets. We're also investment
adviser to many large corporate pension plans.
Whichever fund particip~ts choose for
their 403(b)(7) plan, they'll benefit from over
45 years of investment management expertise.
For more complete information on the
T. Rowe Price Funds, call toll free :

1-800-638-5660.
jr1::-rush me the free T. Rowe Price 403(b)(7) planning kit ,
and a fund prospectus \\'ith more complete infonnation, including
management tee and other charges and expenses. I will read it
I carefuUy before investing.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _~--Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Citv _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

1

I
I

I
I
I

273-5010 .
T. Rnwc Price Marketing. Inc., Distributor.

CAPTAIN
I CRUSTY'S PIZ.ZA
L----------~__.
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Blazers----------,---------------------...,...---------frompagel7
threw a 58-yard TD pass with yards last week. "Hopefully
less than two minutes remain- Saban will have some confidence in me no:v. I'd much
ing for their first win.
Henry C.h ubb is the leading rather be kicking extra points
rusher with 110 yards on 26 than field goals when we're
carries.
behind like that though,'' he
said.

"We weren't using our talent
the right way last week. With
the new defense we're going
to prove that we can stop
somebody,'' Lugo said.
The Knights will .have to
keep an eye on Blazer receiver
Kelvin Sheppard, who leads
the team with 11 receptions
for 159 yards. Quarterbaek
Steve Griffin is 24 of 55 for
239 yards, 2 interceptions and
1 TD. He was replaced last
week by Doug Hunter who

Knightnotes:

Scott Ryerson is bearing down on Toqi
Hungerford's career record of
17 consecutive PATs. He has
13 after missing his second
attempt of the season. Ryerson hit field goals of 42 and 51

Wide receiver Jim Rountree
had 3 catches for 33 yards
against UNA, giving him a
reception in 11 straight
games tying the career mark
held by Mike Stapp.
Dana Thyhsen surpased

Mike Cullison last week to
become UCF' s all: time career
total offensive leader with
1,940 yards, but he was far
from pleased after the game.
He took all the blame for
UCF's loss. "The qu~terback
was -the problem. We could
have done our jobs. I made
·too many · ml.stakes.''
Thyhsen had a bad game, but
he didn't let UNA's offense
score _4 7 points.

in its second year. Last year
they were 5-5-·l . Head coach
Jim Goodman who graduated
from the University of
Florida has 39 Florida players
on his roster.

UCF has a chance to gain
some revenge on Valdosta
State tomorrow. The Blazers
beat UCF last year 13-7 for
their first homecoming win.
UCF is 1-2 for Homecoming
games.

VSC's football program is

Run - - - " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e l 8
Central Florida area.
anrl: the event raised $12,000. defending and overall cham- Stacy Dolly, who according to
In its first year the race at- This year Tucker hopes to pion of the Grand Prix series. Tucker is, "one of the best
tracted 250 runners and rais- raise between $15-$16,000 for
As for the women, this runners in. the state of
ed $1,000. The next year saw Threshold Inc.
year's crop of runners pro- Florida."'
300 runners participate with
Threshold Run '83 should mises to be the strongest field
Others participating in the
$1,500 being raised. In 1981, be a very competitive one, ac- of fem ale runners ever, race will be some of UCF's
the road race became the first cording to Tucker. The best Tucker said. Among them faculty and staff such as
race of the Track Shack · runners in Central Florida will be Judy Oxford, defen- Police Chief Ron Seacrist and
Grand•Prix series, attracting will be competing in the race, ding women's champion and Director of Adinissions, J ohii
600 runners, and receiving its he said.
winner of three of the first Bush.
first sponser, The First
Two runners of note are la.s t four Threshold races for
Tucker said an event such
Bankers. Last year Royal year's winner, Jerry Crouse of female runners. Also . par- as the Threshold Run takes a
Crown Cola became a sponser St. Cloud, a.n d Dick Douthitt, ~icipa ting will be 13-year-old great deal of volunteer work

to get off the ground. He has
been pleased with the involvement of much of UCF's staff
in the run. "The school has
become a very helpful host,''
Tucker said. ''This has
become a university project.
Everybody's involved.'''
Because the run will be a
part of Homecowing for the
first time this year a new
event was added as a part of
the celebration. A one mile
competition will pit teams
consisting of five II).embers
against each other from
fraternities, sororities and
clubs. Best combined team
time determines the winner.
The overall team winner will
receive a keg of beer...

UhE, &ual flmagE,
Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center

Davis-- frompagel9
COURSE

I.EE . 1.t~ ~tuffrb

cJu.o

~~ irt.

YOU BABE

Although Davis comes to
UCF with good high school
credentials, 946 yards
rushing in 1982, he has found
there is a big difference between high school and college

Class Starts

lSAT OCT 5TH
LSAT OCT 27TH
GRE NOV9TH
SAT NOV 16TH
I

J1. .

~ootball.

I

organically gro ·-·· ~
..

10°/o Discount W/UCF l.D. (

''The biggest differences
are that the intensity is much
higher, my teammates are
more mature and the competition is very different, especially the harder hitting. I had to
adjust to that," he said.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San J~se Exec. Center .
We reser\ie the right to cancel any class for
which there Is lr:isufflclent enrollment
Call tor details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671-9916

678-8400
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Sports Briefs
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It is time once again to your homemade nautical! creaassemble your friends, 1 tion. Trophies will be awarded
neighbors and innertubes to to the first, second and third
prepare for the linconven- place finisher in each comtional and highly innovative peting category: individual,
eleventh Annual Riddle two-person, four-person and
Regatta.
team (5-8 persons); the most
The event is sponsored by unique nautical creation and
the Embry-Riddle Veterans to the person or establishAssociation and Daytona ment that contributes the
Budweiser Inc. to benefit the largest monetary donation. If
Rose Marie Bryon Children's you are in the restaurant
Center, a . day care and business, you can attempt to
religious education center for race ahead of your competisocially and economically tion and win a first, second or
deprived children. You do not third place trophy in this
have to own a boat or even be year's special category:
an accomplished sailor to par- restaurants.
ticipate in the event, schedulAn entrance fee of $5 will be
ed Oct. 8 on the Halifax charged per individual entry,
River. To qualify you must be $10 per two-person, $20 per
18 years of age or older and four-person and $30 per team
build your own raft. On the .entry.
race day, registration will
For those entrants in quest
becin 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. of greater challenge and exacross from Massey Chrysler- · citement, "bring out your
Plymouth,
downtown best" and compete in "The
Daytona Beach on North Bud Light Sprint," a swifter,
Beach Street.
high-energy minirace that will
You can paddle down the .be conducted at. the yacht
river in style, sophistication basin following the river race.
or. simolicity. Let your · A trophy will be presented to
creativity take command of the top finisher in each comFranciOS-£rompage22physical education. His
membership in three honor
fraternities and his 3.4 grade
point average attest to his attitude toward studies. And
while life looks promising for
Francios on the. academic
side, he admits that if given
the chance to play professional soccer, he would jump
at it.

Donations· from page 17
football ticket sales also go to ·
the campus' other sports.
"Football doesn't get a penny from the uriiversity. A lot
of people don't realize _that,"
said Yount.
UCF has come a long way
this year. When he first arrived, Saban had to spring
for a film projector himself to
show game films. There·
wasn't any mopey for one.
· The Knights are much better off now but still have a
ways to go. UCF has two
games this year on astroturf -at Austin Peay and the
University of Richmond -- and
there is no money for turf
shoes in the budget. It would
cost around $1,500 to outfit
the team in shoes.
UCF is also planning a
move· up to Division 1-AA
which would ·allow them to
add 30 more scholarships to
have a total of 75. A full
scholarship costs about
$3,700.
I
The Knights have been
struggling of late, but Yount
is confident that this week's
Homecoming game against
Valdosta State and next
week's matchup with crossstate rival Bethune-Cookman
will bring in the fans.
"Overall it was a great
year. I'm very, very appreciative of the community,"
said Peterson.

petitive category in the
100-yard sprint.
Following the race, all entrants will be awarded for
their efforts by receiving ·a·
free 1983 Riddle Regatta
T-shirt. Budweiser Light,
soda and hotdogs will be
available at an awards
ceremony, which will feature
the music of The Better
W~y. a popular local band.
For more information and
registration please contact
The Embry-Riddle student
activities office· at (904)
252-5561 or Steve Lemoine at
(904) 441-7306.

•••
UCF women's soccer player
Cindy Jones was named to
the United States National
women's team last week.

•••
For all girls interested in
assisting the UCF wrestling
team, there will be a
wrestlerette meeting on
Wednesday, Oct. 5 at 3 p.m.
in the multipurpose room' in
the Education building.

Kn i g h t I i n e score

2

UNA
UCF

10

4

10

14
6

14

e e e e e
Intramural Tennis Singles

and women as a service to the
UCF
community.
Individuals of four person
teams interested in competing in this handicap league
should contact Loren Knutson at UCF Recreational Services, (305) 275-2408 or call
Judi at Semoran Lanes (305)
273-5280. With the handicap
format used in bowling
lel!_gues one does not have to
be a good bowler to compete
on an·even basis with the better players; bowlers of all
skills are encouraged to participate.

This year's Intramur.al Tennis Singles Tournament, open
to all students, faculty and
staff (expect UCF varsity
players) will be held Friday
evening Oct. 7 and Saturday
morning Oct. 8, with separate
competition for men and
women. The tournament
format will consist of round
robin play in small groups, on
Friday evening with the top
qualifiers p~aying off on
Saturday morning. Sign up at
the Office of Recreational Services next to the pool or. can
"Pigskin PPK" Results
(305) 275-2408 .
In the championship competition of the ''Pigskin
PPK" last Saturday at the
iJCF Bowling League
T-Bowl Nancy Lay, former
The Office of Recreational UCF soccer player, easily outServices is assisting Se:ploran distanced the field to win the
Bowling ,_Lanes in starting a women's competition. The
Sunday afternoon bowling combined distance for her
league for UCF students, punt, pass and kick was an
faculty and staff for both men- impressive 352 feet.

-

ELIZABETH'S WEDDING
FLOWERS
Now is the time to think about·
ordering your holidaf wedding
flowers. Floral designer &
wedding consultant with 10
)!ea.-s experience. Fresh and
silk flowers offered at a much
lower cost than area ·florists
(because for ·tower ov~rhead.)

total

47
20

7
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scoring;
UNA
Knowles 32 FG
UNA Johnson 2 run(Knowles PAT)
UCF Thyhsen 10 pass to Adams(Ryerson PAT)
UN A
Towery 22 pass to McCurley(K.nowles
PAT)
UNA Knowles 27 FG
UNA Johnson 10 run(Knowles PAT)
UCF Ryerson 42 FG
UCF
Ryerson 51 FG
UNA Johnson 3 run(Knowles PAT)
UCF Thyhsen 8 run(Ryerson PAT)
UNA Calhoun 4 run(K.nowles PAT)
UNA
Duncan 7 pass to Billups(PAT no good)

Call: Elizabeth's
Wedding Flowers
(327-0396)
for an appointment and an opportunity to
see designer's·portifolio. FREE bonus corsage with wedding order.

a

KNIGHTOUT PUB
..

.

WE SUPPORT THE-U.C.F. KNIGHTS.

·---------------------------. · COUPO·N
.

.

.$1 off any

pitcher
••

L---------------------------'

SATURDAYAND · SUNDAYONLY~
BRING YOUR DAVID BRENNER CONCERT TICKET STUB
8r RECEIVE ONE FREE DRAFT... YOUR CHOICE

9·30·83 ONLY .

~
Pav~e!!!
SO~------------~~-;----------::----~-----~--
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FRESH FRYERS - ...
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USDA CHOICE WESTERN BEEF
FRESH

GROUND
BEEF
FAMILY PACK

LEG QUARTERS ·
FLORIDA PREMIUM

REG

MOUNTAIN

LB.
PLUS DEPOSIT

3 LBS OR MOkl

~LL

LOINERPuORK cHoPSLs s 1 .88
$

:RESH CENTER CUl RIB

PORK CHOPS ••••••;~-~

I• 78 ·
·
PORK CHOPS •••••• L·s $ 1 • 38
. MIXED FRYER PARTS .Ls 5 4c

LB:

~SSORTED

NOT Lt.SS THAN 73°0 Lf AN .

SHASTA SOF
.

CUTS 3 Cl:NlERS 3 BLADtS 3 SIRLO IN

=RESH FLORIDA PREMIUM ECONOPAC.K

fLA /OR ' AND DIET COLA 2

.

.IPTO~ ~ fl.~'N'

4.75 OZ

NOO-DLES A
'v1 ARTHA

~',f-ill l

GRITS •••••••
JELTA BRA:-.iD 4 ROLL PACh

BATHltOOM

_LONDON BROIL·
SHOULDER STEAKS

~UALTNEY "OLDE TOWN "

~B.1.98

SLICED BACON ••••• Ls S 1 • .1 8
LYKES

BEEF. ALL

MEAT. THICK

SLICED BOLOGNA

.Ls

S 1 • 58

'RMOUR CHICKEN FRIED

BEEF PATTIES •• FAMILY PACK S_
1 .68
SEA BEST FRESH FROZEN

LOG CABIN SYRUP24oz.
POST'S BREAKFAST CEREAL

FLOUNDER FILLETS LB. s 1 • 88

POST TOASTIES

·GROUND CHUCK •• LB $ 1 •

HONEYCOMB • •••• 14 OZ . $

=RESH LEAN. GROUND HOURLY 3 LBS OR MOR£

~ YKES

'POWER PACK CHICKEN

..
38

·

98¢
. TURKEY DRUMSTICKS 38¢
CHICKEN" STEAKLB $ 1 • 8 8
FRANKS •••••••••••• 12 oz

=RESH FROZEN WINGS OR

PKG

.

LB

\

$i

. FOR PANCAKES OR C_EREAL TOPPING

JSDA CHOICE BW TOP BLADE
11

ORANGE JUICE

-

PET VALENCIA
64 OZ. CRT.

180Z PKG.

POST SWEETENED CORN AND OATS CEREAL
QATE-RAISIN OR APPLE Cl NNAMON CEREAL

.88¢
1 58
-·
·

. rFRUIT
& .FIBRE •••• 13oi.S1
~38
.i osrs
.
RAISIN BRAN •••• 15oz.s1

POST'S WHEAT & BARLEY

24 OZ.

s1

.,
68
•

.38

GRAPENUTS CEREAL S 1 • 68

KAHN'S DELUXE CLUB F

BOLOGNA...
· SALLY SHERMAN FRESH

COLE SLAW
:ooKED OVE~·FRESH

ROAST -BEE
~Y KE'S

LA TROPICANA

BOJLED HA

JENO'S. P.IZZAS
NEW! SAUSAGE & PEPPERONI
COMBINATION
10.8 OZ. PKG

.
98¢
-FUDGE BARS ••• •••• 12
GARLIC FBER~~~ E~:2 }s 1 • 69
BORDEN 'S AFTER SCHOOL SNAC.K

PACK .

1

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE PIE

LEMON ME
ASSORTED CllOC. CHIP , OAT

COOKIES ••

~eptember 30,

1983

MARKETS
24 PACK 120Z~ CANS
•BOTTLES

OLD
MILWAUKEE

51
A

BEER

REGULAR AND LIGHT

EHET,

W, LIGHT

BOTTLt

BAMA LARGE 32 OZ. APPLE OR

.

~RINKS .-. 68C
SAUCES.·7 9c
.

ONl LB PKG

.

·s1 e 0 0

;su1 ••.••• 889

GRAPE JELLy OR JA'MS I
SENECA PLAIN OR NATURAL

IT FOR YOU
~UND

. o,a

s 1 .38
78 ¢
ITALIAN DRESSINGS

APPLE JUICE •••• 64

OZ. JAR

NISHBONE FRENCH . TtiOUSAND ISLAND OR

.

.8 OZ.

GOLDEN FLAKE 6 OZ. BAG

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

CHEESE CURLS OR
NUGGETS•••••••• BOTH fOR s1 • 09
.

HITE SLIC.ED

CAN
SE

.

.

TASTY MICHIGAN .

PRUNE .
PLUMs .4& LB.
FLORIDA HOMEGROWN

SALAD TOMATOES.......... 6PACK •••58¢
~UND

S2.28
••••••••eLB. 78¢
s3 e 48
s2 e 48

••eFULL LB.

•eFULL LB .

I BREAD
BAKED

F

CRISP FLAVORFUL LB. PKG.

CARRC>TS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.• 211¢
WASHINGTON STATE

BARTLETI PEARS

GAR, PEANUT BUDER
• eTWO DOZEN

.88¢

BANANAS...................~;~.~?.~~~. . 28·¢
,.
I

I

11672 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
AT ALAFAYA TRAIL
GO.. -· U.C.F.
-......
1··

s 1·. 58
s1 e 3 8

FOR

GOLDEN RIPE

~-

·

GUE EA.

5

:,

~

\~I .,

~
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KNIGHTS

THIS AD EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, SEP!. 28
THRU TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4
.

WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A . .·
FOOD STAMPS

.
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BACK AT SCH
Save on your favorite hit music!
DARYL HALL

~a'Hffff3RTEi

YOUR CHOICE

4~tte
or LP

Steely Dan
THE EARLY YEARS

The Alarm
THE ALARM

Aero

I.RS.

Uavid Bowie
ZIGGY STARDUST
RCA

Hall & Oates
HALL & OATES

RCA

ELVIS COSTELLO

TALKING HEADS
Speaking In lbngues

& THE ATTRACTIONS
PUNCH THE CLOCK

YOUR CHOICE

Incl uding;
Everyday I Write The Book

99

5 cassett~

The Greatesl Thing/Pills And Soap
Shipbuilding/The Invisible Man

~

or LP

Talking Heads
SPEAKING IN
TONGUES

The Kinks
STATE OF
CONFUSION

Warner Brothers

Arista

STRAY CATS

l.R.S.

BILLY
JOEL e

12

RANT 'N' RAVE WITH THE STRAY CATS

YOUR CHOICE :

·&•

Men Without Hats
RHYTHM OF YOUTH
MCA

The Animals
ARK

INClUDING tSHESISU:f • 17

I WOK I SIANOIK •OUA WAY TOO HIP GOT TA GO

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
AND DOUBLE TROUBLE
TEXAS FLOOD

AN

INNOCENT

Cassette
qrlP

MAN

!

including:
li!ll Her About

~

Uptown Gin
Leave A Tftxler
• Moment Alone
Keeping The Fallll

An Innocent Man

Stray Cast
RANT N'RAVE

A&M

EM I-America

, lt1.i1 111 · l 1 ' l'lj~. ~dlfl ....

Stevie Ray Vaughny
TEXAS FLOOD

Columbia

Epic/ Columbia

Polydor

ASIA

ALPHA

r

1

t

I

Billy Joel
AN INNOCENT MAN

I

t

I'•
I

I

Joanie Greggalns
AEROBIC SHAPE-UP
VOL. Ill
Parade

Graham Parker
THE REAL MACAW
Geffen

Arista

Agnatha Faltskog
WRAP YOUR ARMS
AROUND ME
Polydor

Peabo Bryson/Roberta
Flack
BORN TO LOVE

Capito I

Offer good through October 2, 1983.

Orlando Fashion Square • Altamonte Mall

40·0044·083
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Kickoff features pizza, drag queens
by Mitch Varnes
Encores1ott

Homecoming' 1983 started out in
true Animal House style with a pizza eating contest at Lake Claire on
Sunday, Sept. 18. Representatives
from fraternities and sororities
showed up to stuff themselves with
Pizza Hut pizza and Hamm's beer
in a battle for fame, glory and a keg

with judging the main event, the
"Tootsie" look-alike contest, a UCF
drag show.
Jeff Cohen of Channel 43's "Late
is great" fame, showed up in usual
mod apparel, wearing a pink skirt
with abstract triangles and' guitars
placed incongruously about. The
other judges-Glen Deluner (Channel
9), Bob Graham (Channel 2), Anna

three high, a la club sandwich. The
crowd cheered on as the pitied crew
devoured ' their prey in much the
same style as a ravenous animal
would.
In the end it was Sigma Alpha Ep·
silon's Jeff "Spaz" Abbott finishing
first with a time of 28 minutes and
48 seconds, with Robin Glisson, Pi
Beta Phi, winning for the girls.
Judge Cohen looked to the Tootsie
contest with a questioning audacity,
"Why aren't these kids out

Pam Glmson/Future

Porn Glmson/Future

Al Ferguson, 1 of 5 finalists in the "Tootsie look-alike" cont.est, adjusts him·
self.
of beer.
Gonzalez (Channel 35), Pat Beal
Sponsored
largely
by (Channel 24) and the Future's Mike
WUCF-FM's "Nite Rock" program, Griffin--sported their official judges
the contest imported area celebrities T-shirts. Standi~g directly behind
to judge the ingestidn of six single- the blind-folded contestants, the
serving pizzas per contestant, along judges and their helpers offered final
.

Hank Porcher was voted as the male
who most resembled Dustin Hoffman
as "Tootsie."
words of advice to the condemned I
before referee Mike Mangun blew ,
)
the whistle, starting the event.
What started out _as a mad
stomach-stuffing, soon turned into
pure agony for the contestants as
PamGlmsonffuture
they force-fed themselves pizza bent Jeff "Spaz" Abbot looks like he
over taco style or stacked two and needs some Pepto Bismol after win·
ning the pizza-eating contest.

Brenner shares'Soft Pretzels with Mustard'
by Vivian N. Katz
Entertainment editor

David Brenner's recently publish·
ed book, "Soft Pretzels with
Mustard," makes for excellent
reading because it is filled with
sometimes sad and often hilarious
anecdotes about growing up poor in
Philadelphia and then going on- to
become rich and famous.
Brenner exposes himself to the
reader "in a way that only the most
self-assured man could. He tells of
his impoverished childhood, pausing
to reflect the long, hard climb to the
top, and then inspires the reader ·
with his determination to get out of
the "old neighborhood" which he
loves so dearly.
It is in West Philly that Brenner
meets and "hangs out on the corner
with" the most incorrigible group of
young men to hit the streets since
the Jets and the Sharks in West Side
Story. In the true genre of West Side
Story, these men hustle and bustle
just to make some spending money.
Along the way, Brenner and cronies
develop a repertoire that makes for
great literary essence.
Brenner tells of his academic days
in public schools ·· days when he
should have been asking permission
to go to the bathroom but was in·
finitely convinced that it was an un;:
necessary restraint. After his
mother was called to school so much
that it was disrupting her
housework, David devised a scheme
to save everyone a lot of trouble. He
had his mother sign the bottoms of
200 sheets of writing paper by telling her he was studying handwriting
analysis in school. ''.The only time

my ·mother came to school after that
was graduation night, which saved
Mom a lot of time, aggravation and ·
gray. hairs.''
. Of all the wonderfully descriptive,
well-narrated, amusing tales in this
book, my favorite is the one titled
"The 8oston Shuttle."
In this story, Brenner is on his
way to Boston for his first "major
showroom" job with his pal and
mentor, George Schultz.
· As the plane is taxiing, the pilot
makes his "usually boring announcements, concerning the local
time, the flying altitude, our takeoff
position, the names of the flight at·
tendants and, finally, the weather··
"... and right now it is eig,hteen
degrees with rain mixed with snow
in our nation's capital. Enjoy the
flight!"
Brenner decides it is in his best in·
terest to have them stop the plane
before it gathers too much speed and
asks the flight attendant to inform
the pilot that a passenger was on the
wrong flight.
Brenner didn't care that VicePresident Hubert Humphrey was on
board and that stopping·in the middle of a taxi would cause a major
breach ~ of security, not to mention
quite a bit of embarrassment.
When the pilot announced there
would be a 45 minute delay because
he had to go back to the terminal to
let off a passenger who had gotten
on the wrong flight, all havoc broke
loose in the cabin.
People were calling out "Let's get
him!" and "Hang him!" Brenner
adds, ''I guess I got caught up in it,
and, the next thing I knew .I was on

David Brenner, performing tonight at 8 p.m. in the gym, enjoys his ice cream
sans mustard.

my feet in the aisle facing the lynch
niob.
"Okay," I yelled, "Who's the
stupid bastard?"
When the plane finally reached the
terminal, Schultz was more than

hesitant to get off, lest'· the angry
mob jump them.
Schultz, in a state of panic said,
"We're trapEed, man! Surrounded
Pretzels, page 40
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Stevie Ray Vaughan
performs true rock &roll
by Larry Thompson
Special to the Future

An opening set by a sixpiece Skynyrd-cum-Allmans
outfit from Virginia did little
to generate audience en·
thusiasm. That quickly
changed as Vaughan and his
band Double Trouble opened
with an abbreviated instrumental, "Rude Mood." It
was apparent that here was a
musical talent of immense
proportions--the stuff of
which legends are made.
As one fan jokingly remark·
ed, Stevie Ray is not just
another pretty face. His

Jimi Hendrix died . in
September, 13 years ago. But
on Monday night at the Point
After, a standing roo~ only
crowd saw him reincarnated
in the form of an electrifying
blues guitarist from Austin,
Texas.
Wielding a beat-up '59
Stratocaster like an electric
blowtorch , Stevie Ray
Vaughan gave notice that the
blues are here to stay.

•.

...·, Vlf1

I

!=RJ!lf

.

~FPTDxwC l-1
677-5558

Vaughan, page 42

by Ted Barnett
Encore staff

Central Florida Civic
Theater's current production
is the Richard Rodgers·
. Lorenz Hart musical ''Pal
Joey," which opens tonight
and runs through October 22.
Directed by Michael -Fortner
with musical direction by
St.eve Nelson, it will feature
scenic design by Skip Schulte,
costume design by Chris
Carpenter, and choreography
by Sharon Bruce. Ticket information may be obtained by
calling 896-7365.

e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
e AMATElfR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
•professional print display preparation: mounting,
texturl~ing, and spraying.
¥ember: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida

1 OPEN M-F10 00-6.00
SAT 10 00-5 00

I

A man of few words
onstage, Vaughan didn't need
to introduce the next few
songs, an unabashed homage
to his idol. As the opening
notes of "Little Wing"
floated across the dance floor,
one sensed the eerie presence
of the left-handed guitarist
with the white Stratocaster
who shook the music world. in
1967 with the album Are You
Experienced.
Bassist Tommy Shannon's
counterpoint riffs and drummer Chris Layton's punchy
shuffle rhythms forged a
spacey backdrop as Vaughan
launched into a masterful rendition of "Third Stone from

Canada. In case anyone
wasn't familiar with the
original material from the LP,
Vaughan tore into several
cuts, including the classic
"Pride and Joy" and the in·
fectious
hit
single,
"Lovestruck Baby."
After a dazzling display of
ambidext.erity during which
he played the guitar behind
his neck and behind his back,
Vaughan played the grinding
title cut, "Texas Flood," as
the crowd pushed closer to
the front to glimpse this
diminutive guitar wizard.
"You can't see him from
anywhere," one fan complain·
ed. Another replied, ''You
don't need to. You can feel
him from everywhere.''

. 'Pal Joey' kicks off 57th season

.

I

guitar speaks with an eloquence long since missing
from the contemporary rock
scene.
After a juiced up romp,
"Testify," the band broke into their version of Hendrix's
"Voodoo Chile." It seemed as
if a time machine had suddenly hurled the audience back to
the days of Monterey and
Woodstock, back to the excitement of musical innovation and out of the backwash
of current heavy metal and
rockabilly impersonators.
With his wide-brimmed
black hat barely visible above
the bobbling heads of the
crowd, Vaughan announced
that his debut album, Texas
Flood, had just gone gold in

.

Director Michael Fortner
says, "I feel that the Civic
Theat.er offers the entire com-

7436 University Blvd.
University Sq. Shooolng Cante·

munity opportunity to
become involved both on and
off stage.
"Civic Theat.er showcases
the best talent Central
Florida has to offer. In Civic
Theater we are able to represent more segments of the
Orlando Metroplex.''
Civic Theater goes three
steps beyond Little Theater
through production, budget,
and facility, according to
Fortner, who added, "We
have four major aspects here
at . CFCT. We have Main
Stage for our major produc·
tions in the Edyth Bush

BIG SCREEN CABLE T.V.
25¢ POOL TABLES

Theater, we have our
Children's Theater, our
Drama Academy which includes The ·s traw Hat
Players, and our miru-series
which presents Avant-Garde
productions.''
The Civic Theater has a fulltime staff consisting of
General Manager Mary Ann
Dean, Artistic Director
Michael Fortner, Technical
Director Skip Schulte and
various workers who perform
other duties such as clerical
work and maintenance. Often
others are called in to work on

365-2435

~ONDAY

NIGHT FOOTBALL'
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL
DUR ING THE GAME ! ! !

TUESDAY NIGHT-LADIES
.25¢ DRAFT 7 P.M. 'TILL

CLOS ING !

VIDEO GAMES

Happy Houri
3-6 p.m.

-SANDWICHES-SUBS-

Ham & Cheese
12.25
With your choice of Swiss or Provolone cheese.
Turkey Breast
$2.25
Tender breast of turkey with tomato, lettuce & dressing.

.80

Roast Beef Sub
$3.25
Finely sliced pieces of roast beef heaped high on your
choic~ of bread.

Coffee

:t~~

S2.25
~risp bacon-lettuce-tomato sandvdch on white or whole
vheat bread, served with chips and pickle.

'ILT Club Sandwich

$2.15

Tuna or Chicken Salad

Served on a bed of lettuce, your choice of bread.

All sandwiches served on your choice of bread, hot or
cold, with chips and pickle spear.

Ham & Cheese
Stacked ham with cheese, lettuce & tomato.

Heineken

Glau

1/1Canfe

$1.50

$3.25

3.25

.

l'una Sub
. . 13.25
Over.-stuffed with tuna, served with lettuce & tomato.

Combo Sub

i~mr=c0m;EN--C'ou"P0N1

I FREE
I
IDRAFT I II!

13.25

Ham & pastrami with your choice of cheese.
Meatball Sub
13.25
Hot meatballs in a tasty sauce served on a sub roll with
your choice of cheese.

LJl:.~.t~.2~21..:~2-:_:.:_J

WE SUPPORT
THE
KNIGHTS

S~Sub

S3.25
SU'lom steak, grilled and served with sauteed onions &
yo\Jr choice of cheese.

Soup & SandWieb Special .
Soup of the day & your choice of sandwich.

$2.95

-DRAFI' BEER-

Coors
FaDCanfe
$5.75

1.75
1.75
1.75

Mooaehead
Beeb

Breads: Rye, white, pumpernickel, whole wheat.

-WINES-

.60
.60
.50

-IMPORTS-

Sl.35

Reuben Sandwich
.
S2.25
Stac~ed corned beef with sauerkraut & melted Swiss
cheese.

Rose
Chablis
Lambrusco
Sangria

Coke
leedTea

Pastrami
S2.25
New York style pastrami on rye or pumpernickel.

Super Dog
Quarter-pound all-beef super dog.
Super Dog, baked beans & chips
Kraut Dog - Super dog with a mound of kraut

-BEVERAGES-

Charlie's Special Sub For Two
S4.25
Sub roll covered with layers of ham, turkey and roast
beef, your choice of cheese and dressing.

Miller
Miller Lite
Budweiser
Michelob Light
Michelob

Pltelaer
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.75
$3.75

1/1 Pitcller
$2.20
12:20
$2.20
$2.20
$2.50
$2.50

-CAN AND BOTTLE BEERS-

Miller
Miller Lite
Stroh's
Coors Light
Busch

1.00

Cioors

1.00
1.00
1.00

Budweiser
Michelob
Michelob Light
Bud,..eiser Light

too
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shapes, Heipp reaches the
perfection that many contemporary artists seek in their
own work.
In "The Colored Series II,"
cut-out motifs are combined
in startling and irrational juxtapositiqns enhanced by vary·
. ing color and textures. Line
and color are allowed to exist
for themselves. In fact, most
of the artwork is adorned with
motifs looking like glowing
chromosomes gone astray.
Many pieces exhibit
beautiful airbrush techniques,
impasto techniques to pro-

Heipp's
exhibit
multifaceted
by Albert Cervellera
Encore art critic

The UCF Art Department
Gallery is currently presenting "'P aintings and Drawings" by Richard Heipp. The
temptation in talking about
this exhibit is to discuss the
creator through and from his
creations.
In pictures like ''Under 'rhe
Glass Series," Heipp could be
described as an adept conventional perfectionist with
paranoid delusions of being
trapped inside an oversized
Xerox machine.
For all of the exhibit's order
and disorder, for all its departures from visual fact, the exhibit is a clever compromise
between painting and draw·
ing. In each composition, the
artist retains a partial subject
while making the transition
to abstraction.
Heipp respects the "plane
surface" as his hand and fish·
head imagery seems to float
across the picture while being
as flat as the surface it is
painted on. With proficient
technical complexity and at·
tentiveness to tiny detail, to
simplicity and universal

~¥

!"tf<

~--£
;r-

duce surface textures, iiik,
acrylic on plastic, prisma and
paper.
"Painting and Drawings"
by Richard Heipp is
definitively worth ''looking in
on." This exhibit stresses so ·
much comparison and contrasting within each work
that there's plenty to think
about, opportunities to
dream, and relationships. to
discover. And, when leaving
the gallery, turn, look over
your shoul~er an~ ask_._."who
Art, page 41

E 'i'en Same1son1Furure

lleipp's art attracts J oan Wechlser' s attention.

~

Eileen samelson/Future

Heipp's "marine life" takes on many dimensions.

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.
GEITING READY FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
Thou.sands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $10.95, 202 pp.
Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,
In your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

or
send your check for the price plus $1.00 to:
H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater, FL
33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.

You con have 2020 vision today!
By helping to plan for our future.

Join the U.C.F."Student Chapter
of the FLORIDA ART EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION (F.A.E.A.)
•Take leadership roles
•Become knowledgeable and conversant of the
theories and views of leaders on Art Education.
•Participate in State F.A.E.A. Conferences (Oct. ~0·23)
and National Conventions (Miami, March '84)
•Recieve The Journal of the National Art Education
Association and the N.A.E.A. Newsletters
Send $20:00 membership dues in form of
check or money order C/O National Art
~
Education Association,
3201 Student Dr., Orlando , Fl 32826. lnc!ude
home phone, or call: Dr. Ruth Weidenheimer
275-2008 chapter President·
Albert Cervellera 282-8740
ADRil' MT EOOCATION ASSOCIATION

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste.of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's ·style S, M, Lor
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
266 North Rocky River Or.
Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two Fingers

is all it takes.
~.'

198:J lWO FINGERS TEQUILA · 00 PROOF. IMPORTED & BOTTLED BY HIRAM WALKER INC.. BURLINGAME , CALIF
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Monkey shin~s in ABC~s
'Mr. Smith' this seas.on
by Wayne St.arr
Encore staff

Last week I ranked on Lottery. This week it's time to
take a look at one of the
shows that ABC program will
be fighting for ratings--NBC's
new comedy, Mr. .Smith.
Following in the footsteps
of Mr. Ed and Francis the
Talking Mule, Mr. Smith is
the latest entry in the "talking animal" genre. Only this
time a twist has been added;
Mr. Smith doesn't just
possess the ability to hold
down his end of a

conversation-his 256 I.Q.
makes ordinary talk seem
like, well-monkey chatter.
For those who have spent
the last few weeks on the
moon or some other remote
place insulated from the nonstop attack of television
waves, Mr. Smith is an
orangutan who works for the
Pentagon. C.J ., of Every
Which Way But Loose fame is
the title character. Before you
start making jokes like,
"With all the monkeys
Smith, page 41

promot.es

WUCF·FM
promotes.
'Nite Rock'

by Richard Truett

one that pleases you, try
WUCF-FM-89.9 on the FM
If you are sick and tired of dial. At 11 p.ni:. each night,
listening to the same old radio WUCF. switches to its "Nite
station or can't seem to find Rock" format.
"Nite Rock'' is perhaps the
only show where you can hear
·album cuts that top 40 radio
·won't. play. And if you have
a musical suggestion, then all
vou have too do is call the request line number-275-2189.
Are you into the newest
new wa~e? "Nite Rock" is the
place to be to hear it. Saturday and Sunday, from 11:00
p.m. until 2:00 a.m., WUCF
features a show called the
"Big Beat" which is all new
wave.
WUCF, page 40
Encore staff

The art final was a 6-foot P-ainting.
Your friends helpeil
you pass with flying colors.

Emmy hosts
make friends,
enemies also
by Vivian N. Katz
Entertainment editor

Eddie Murphy is sure to
have a hell of a lot more
friends in Hollywood and
Washington than his Emmy
Awards co-host, Joan Rivers.
·T he Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences, according
to Rivers, ignored her pleas to
sit in even the "cheap seats"
for nine years before asking
her to co-host last Sunday
night's presentation. Once
given the honor, Rivers used
the live telecast to insult and
degrade many people who
were undeserving of such a
verbal assault.
I could care less if James
Watt and every homosexual
in San Francisco got their
feelings hurt by Rivers'
remarks-I just hate to see
the "awards" shows used as a
sounding board for personal .

Emmy, page 41

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta blended
surrealisticall:v. with a cascade of vermilion,
occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt
blue and what do you have? What else: "The
Birth of the Universe'.'
It's the painting that completed your
art final, and frankly, you couldn't
have done it by yourself.
Afterwards, it's time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. You
owe them at least a few
Lowe11braus, not to mention the
laundry bill.

c 1983 Beer Brewed in U SA . by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee . WI
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productions such as musical
directors, choreographers,
costume designers, musicians, etc. Though these
workers receive a stipend, a
large part of work at the
theater
comes
from
volunteers-the actors,
singers, dancers, technical
running crew backstage,
ushers. "These are people
willing to donate their time to
ensure a quality production
for the audience, said
Fortner."
General Manager Mary
Ann Dean is responsible for
keeping an eye on the financial end of the productions.
"The majority of our funding self-generated" Dean
said. "Only about 10 percent
comes from donations and
contributions. There is partial
funding from organizations
such as PESO and other
resources. However the bulk
of our revenue is self
generated through our productions. '' Dean explained,
"Musicals are·usually the biggest money makers, however
they are also the most expensive to produce. But the Central Florida Civic Theater has
always operated and stayed
in the black, never the red.
There are very, very few
theaters that can make that
statement."
Volunteers at CFCT range
from UCF students to
businessmen, lawyers, working mothers, and senior
citizens. For nearly 60 years
CFCT has presented hundreds of entertaining
musicals, ·dramas, come.dies,
and theatrical events. Yet the
theater's history is as interesting as some of the productions performed there.
The roots began in 1926
when Judge Donald Cheney
was concerned about the lack
of summer activities for
young people. He appealed to
the Orlando's city council and
a recreational board was
established with a "Little
Theater" blossoming from
that idea. The concept was so
successful that by 1930 the
theater group had · left the
recreation department and
were financing themselves.
By 1949 the Orlando Little
Theater was presenting six
plays a season at their headquarters at McCoy Air Force
Base.

"6~1a!~: ~~:tlefif~~~at!~·~
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Pan Jammers rocks Green
as Homecoming continues

moved from the Air Force ·
by Kevin T. Eady
Base to a house on Montana
Encore staff
Avenue and called themselves
"The Orlando Players." The
Homecoming week conremodeled house was functinued
with a big b~g Montional enough for the dramas
day
as.
UCF was treated to
and comedies produced there,
some
authentic
calypso music
however it was too small for
by
the
internationally
known
lavish musicals. By the early
Pan
Jammers
band.
60s the Orlando Players also
had a junior theater for
children's group. E.xpansion
was inevitable and a fund
raising committee called the
Theater Guild was established. A.J. Bush, co-founder of
the GM Corp., was a large
supporter of such institutions
as Rollins College and his wife
was actress Edyth Bush.
With support from the community, and help from large
contributors such as Edyth
Bush, the new 350-seat
theater opened its doors in
1973 with a six play season, a
drama academy, and a
children's theater.

The four-member band, led
by Bue Edmead, jazzed up
the cool early atternoon hours
with traditional calypso.
Deep, soulful and mysterious
are words that best describe
the music of Pan Jammers.
Their performance seemed to
put students and faculty

members into a peaceful,
serene mood.
Pan Jammers originated on
the island of St. Thomas, in
the Virgin Islands. Judging
by the reaction of the audience, their rendition of Carribbean sounds was greatly
appreciated.

~ /~:

· ,,..-· ; _ .

Raul Perez/Future

Pan Jammers plays music to inspire students to vote for king and queen near the Kiosk Monday.

SPECIALS
$2.99 PIZZA
Needless to say the civic
theater offers ample opportunities for all segments of
the Central Florida community to become involved.
CFCT has a Board of Directors comprised of 25 administrators who oversee the
theater policies and welfare.
All this, combined with an annual budget of $325,000
represents a huge organization that is a far cry from little theater.

PIZZA

AND.
LARGE DRINK

s2·.2s

All you can eatl

~~

iFREEP1TC11EfflI .

I

WITH LARGE PIZZA I
1
2 items
1
f

I

I

I

IPepsi_sub
with any I
1

1

I

I

Bring Coupon
(Good til Dec 15)

I
I

Bring Coupon

I

,_J.<l~o~..!tl.~~~_1.§l_ !

L------~----------~

We deliver within 5 mile radius

$5.000FF

TOM'sPIZZA
442 Bumby Ave.
Orlando, Florida

XLG=PIZZA.
WITH 4~ ITEMS
EREELITER
OF RC COLA

(Acros~

273-5010

from Colonial Plaza Theaters)
OPEN 7 days
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

Monday
2 for 1 10-Close
Tuesday
Drink or Drown 9_:_ 12
$5 For All You Can Dr_ink
Wednesday
3for19-10
2 for 1 10-Close
Thursday
Ladies' Night 9-10
Fre~ Drinks For All Ladies
2 for 1 10-Close
Friday
Oyster Cult Night
4-Close
10 ¢Oysters & Shrimp
.2 for 1 drinks

...............
r------------....
I FREE MEDIUM I

,.
6

11731· East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817
(305) 277·3110

Friday- Cont.
9 p.m.-Kill a Keg
Oyster Eating Contest!
Win a $25 cash prize plus
a free bottle of champagne
and a free dinner for two
Saturday

2for1-10 to Close

Sunday
2for1-11 to close
Plus, Blondie's now features
A Spectacular Sunday Brunch
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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The looks and labels you like ... for less I
Discover Marshalls savings on designer jeans and
famous name jerseys. Blazers. skirts and slacks. Athletic
shoes.jackets and coats. fine gold and silver jewelry. all

for less. You can even pay by personal check... and we· re
just minutes away.

Famous name
activewear for half
the price you'd expect
to pay
Women's tennis tops
regular price elsewhere s30
marshcills
pnce

12 99
•

Tennis shorts
regular price elsewhere s30
marshcills
pnce

14 99
•

First quality tops and shorts in 100%.cotton
from a famous maker. Tops with placket
fronts or shawl collars. Solids with contrast
trim. or stripes. 5-M-L. Shorts. Pleated with
fly front. elastic back with back pocket. or side
buckle with two flap pockets. Sizes 6 to 14.

Men's famous name fleece
separates comparable in
quality at s1s
marshejlls8
pnce
•

99 ea

•

First quality long sleeve v-neck and crew neck
t ops or drawstring sweatpants, some with
side panels. Assorted colors in acrylic/cotton
fleece. S-M-L-XL.

. whichstate.·· otlikegradeandquality " or
"ThecomparablepricesareincompllancewithFTCcomparrsonguidelines
essentially s1m1lar quality and oblalnable in the area:·
Styles featured are representative of the advertised group and occasionally specific styles may nol be available in
every store .

81.~I ~C 1~rs. I~ ~C 1111 ~

..........-------------~---Brand NOh'II!.S for Less!--And opening 0c_t.17th in Clearwater (Cypress. Point Shopping Center)

SO. MIAMI : So Dixie Highway cu S 11"al inlersection oc 1601h SI cadc to Se1v1ce Mercnand1se1 HIALEAH: lOJrd St 1us1 eas t ol Palmetto E•pressway across from Weslland MaHt~ml~"
Merchandise) HOLLYWOOD~Rt 441at 1ntersectionol PembrokeRd .Jad1 10Serv1ceMerchand1se1 TAMARAC : Un1vers1tyDrive at 1ntersec11onol NW 57 th St POMPANO BEACH . Federal
intersecllo n of McNab Rd. JACKSONVILLE· Arling ton Ex presswayc Rt 101a t 1ntersect1on of Sout hs1de B across lrom Regency Square Mall AlTAMONTE SPRINGS: State Road436 at a ~
' ' mile wesl of Altamont e Mall WEST PALM BEACH : M1lilar y Trail at inlersee11on of Okeechobee Blvd in !he Pine Trail Shopping Ctr On !he west coast NAPLES· Na oles Shoppir.g r:1r across Ire
st ree t from the Coaslland Ctr FT. MYERS. Colonial Plaza ad1acen l to the Edison )l.1 all SARASOTA Gull Ga te Mall at the inter~er. t 1on ol Route 4 • and Stickney Point Road

VISA

• open Moridoy thru S.turday 1': :30 a m . to 9 ·30 p . m.
opun SJndr.y 12 noon to 5 p.m

• Mershells refund policy .•. Simply ret urn your
purchase w ith your sales slip within th irty days

• use our convenient layaway

'.-:•
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Coining Attractions ...
Walter Gaudnek, professor of art at UCF, was
recently invited to exhibit
his labyrinth, "Unlimited
Dimensions," at the Joslyn
Art Museum, Omaha, Neb.
The exhibition will take
place in spring 1986.
This work, which by the
time it is shown will have
taken 25 years to complete,
has been hailed by connisseurs and art critics as a
significant manifestation of
the dynamics of twentieth
century art.
Brian O'Dohetry in The
New York Times· wrote
" ... walking through it (the
labyrinth) was rather like
making one's way through
a spaceship in a state of
weightlessn~ss ... made up of
acutely angled corridors,
twilit by hidden torches. On
the walls are vast targets
with bull's-eyes cut out, so

that one can look across and
through the interior
anatomy of the building. Using strictly limited means,
many delusions are produced... "

•••
The Council of Arts and
Sciences is currently seeking
qualified street performers
(mimes, jugglers, strolling
musicians) as well as
caricature artists for "Light
Up Orlando."
"Light Up Orlando" will
be a one-night street festival
featuring music, food, entertairunent and, of course,
lights. It will be held Nov. 4,
beginning at 6 p.m. Orange
A venue will be closed to
traffic from Church Street to
Jefferson Street for the
event.
Qualified artists should
send a cover letter
highlighting their ex-

J

\
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On Record perience to: David Polinchock, Council of Arts and
Sciences, 1900 North Mills
Avenue, Suite 2, Orlando,
FL 32803.
Deadline for receiving information is Oct. 7 and
notification of acceptance
will be sent by Oct. 21. For
more information, call Dave
Polinchock at THE-ARTS
(843-2787).

•••

The Rollins College
Cinema Society will open its
foreign film series Oct. 9
with Akira Kurosawa's
The Idiot. Now in its
fourth year , the cinema
society is. approaching its
goal of making fine foreign
' films a part of the cultural
milieu of Central Florida..
Membership in the
Cinema Society is $20 per
person, which entitles admission to 10 films. These
will include films from
Russia, France and Israel,
such as Chinese Roulette
and The Vulture. Only
season tickets will be sold;
members of the Cinema
Society may bring guests
with them for $2.50 per person per film. Checks should
be made payable to Rollins
College Cinema Society and
mailed to Box 2666, Rollins
College, Winter Park, FL
32789. You will receive a
membership card to be
t>resented at each showing.

Robby Krieger

"Tattooed Love Boys" complete with a massive car crash
in the middle of the song. A
jazz-influenced version of the
Doors classic "Crystal Ship"
is also a standout cut. The
soul standard, ''Reach Out

Versions
Passport Records
by Richard Truett
· Encore staff

· Robby Krieger first caught
the world's attention as the
guitarist for the Doors. From
his pen came such rock
classics as "Light My Fire"
and "Touch Me." Krieger is
alive and well on his new solo
album Versions.
This album is completely instrumental, and on it comes
this year's instrumental tour
de force: a reworked version
of the Rolling Stones' ''Street
Fighting Man."
This is the only occasion
that I know where someone
has done a Stones song better
than the Stones. This is the.
kind of song that makes me
want to borrow a TR 6 and
go 140 mph on 1-4 for a while;
it is busting with energy.
· There also is a fast-paced
version of the Pretenders'

. rll Be There" is turned into a
bone cruncher.
Krieger seems to be able to
tackle anything-jazz, rock,
soul-with more energy than
a nuclear power plant.
Some of rock's most competent musicians lend their
skills to Versions: Bruce Gary
Krieger, page 4,2.

Phone: 277-8015

mi3lerB~
_}j.air3f1J fing
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807
Directly Acron from Point After
0}'en 9 to 6 Monday • Sat.
Berman · Master Styli.at

10·%

Off Haircuts & Styles with U.C."F.1.D.

Courtesy of William Grover

Gaudnek's "Lahvrfuth" is a myriad of images that took 25
years ~complete.

illl

- __ 1
~'

7355Aloma Ave.

(J_J>

.

Winter Park, Fl

I:. ~mily fi~:>~n~et
••

"GET FIT'!

BRING IN CARD FOR FREE WORKOUT

NAUTILUS GOLDENROD
Back·to school special
offered to U.C.F. students
ONE SEMESTER ONLY $90.00
TWO SEMESTERS ONLY $ 1·40.00
MON & WED 7:00am to 9:00pm
TUE & THURS 10:00am·to 9:00pm
FRI 7:00am to 7:00pm
SAT 8:00am to 5:00pm
Sun Night S:OOpm to 8:00p~

20 Nautilus machines, whirlpool,
.sauna and more ...
For more information call
or stop by anytime.
671-4083

n
Wl~P~

n/\l~

1111~l'l

cc10N ,,,,.Nn~ ~
·
l
vM- . .,. ., l ~~
·

$1.0° ~' MQ~ ~ ~

0~~
~ 5¢Nl<:;Kfl.BEF.{l'i s,
&\\~
·
Thursday Night
"College Night"
FEATURING

.

(DB,.-,.-;

::rd.I•A ,

A\~ue:
"'\Ila~ Orlando Da.a.1~"

• 5 ¢ Beer 9:00·1 O:OOP .M.
50 ¢ 'Draft $ 1.00· Drinks all Night
Premier State-of-the art video system with the
best top 40 video music
. 4315 N. qrange ~los~on:-i Tr.,
•Tasteful Grooming Required
114 Mile South of L~e Rd. No T-Shirts of torn ·ean
You Must Be 19-Vc;ilfci State 1~b. Required~·
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Pretzels -rro!11pageaa

up things this badly!"
"George and I stormed off
the plane with five other
guys! The gig with Robert
Goulet in Monticello was
fabulous!"
David Brenner's comedy
genius as a stand-up comic is
just as evident in ''Soft
Pretzels with Mustard." But
if it's all the same to him, I
like my soft pretzels with
m~lted cheese. .
Photos reprlnted ·from "Soft Pretzels with Mustard" .

Brenner's TV debut in 1971.

by hostile Gentiles, thirsting
for Jewish blood! Butchered.
like pigs, pardon the ex·
pression, and all because of
you, you comic Putz!"
.
When push came to shove,
Brenner did what only a real
mensch would do. He stood
up and announced, "I don't
know about the rest of you
folks, but, personally, I refuse
.t o fly an airlin_e that screws

Mom and Lou play for dinner.

'Man of La
Mancha' a
hit at TOP
by Vivian N. Katz
Entertainment Editor

The entire cast of Man of La
Mancha should be proud of
its wonderful presentation
of Miguel deCervantes'most
popular work.
Perhaps the reason this one
of many writings by Cervantes became popular is
because of the well-written
and scored adaptation. by
Dale Wasserman, music by
Mitch Leigh and lyrics by Joe
· Darion. They put forth Cervantes' work into modem
English while keeping the
ideals set forth in Don Quixote-Man of La Mancha intact.
William W. Griffith, a cofounder of TOP, makes the titl~ role more than the inspiration it should be-he makes
his three parts in the role of
one man·seem almost too easy
to act and sing.
The .play, set in sixteenth·
century Spain, involves Cer·
vantes' portrayal of his own
creation, Don Alonso Quix·
ana. It is when Quixana's
delusions of knighthood get
out of hand that we see the
third title character played by
Griffith-Don Quixote de La
Maricha.
TOP director and cofounder Ralph L. Petillo, with ·
a wryly displayed sense of
humor and a marvelous voice
(everyone in the cast sings extremely well), aptly portrayed
Quixote's sidekick, Sancho
Panza.
Two marvelous actresses
with beautiful voices ~hat
deserve a special mention are
Erika Jaskiewicz and Susan
Marshall. Jaskiewicz plays
TOP,page43

WUCF...-- frompage36.
Jim Taylor of WUCF says
"Together 'Nite Rock' and
the student government are
working to provide Central
Florida with the best alternative to Rock and Roll."
WUCF's 8,000 watts of power
extends throughout the
Orlando area, Daytona
Beach, and the Titusville
area.
WUCF, like most radio stations, likes to get its listeners
involved; the right number
caller can win an album or
concert tickets to Tom's
Point After.
The station is currently
kicking off its "Ski Lite" ski
trip contest. To enter, drop by
the Library, the Student
Center or the radio station
and pick up a bumper sticker
and put it on the back of your
car. If an announcer spots it
on your car, he will write
down your tag number and a
brief description of your car
and enter it into a drawing.
The winner will be determined
at a party on the Student
Center Green October 16.

/

•
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Emmv~~p~oo Smith--------------------~p~oo
•

•

and political views. Rivers,
like Marlon Brando and an
anonymous streaker before
her, abused the privilege of a
,live telecast.

already in Washington,
what's one more?" an explanation is in order. It seems
that Mr. Smith, originally
known as Cha-Cha, was part
of a traveling show that gets
The Emmy Awards, the into an accident. Somehow
Tony Awards, the Oscars and the animal turnf? up in a
the Grammy Awards all have -~.JMd..
something in common. They ·NBC.
must continually search for
people who will objectively
present the broadcast to the
viewing public; the same
public who will decide the fate
and fortune of those broadcasts, plays, movies and
records.
As a matter of fact, only the
most insulted of that same
public bombarded NBC stations and affiliates around the
country with complaints
about Rivers' remarks.

e

•

_.

I am sure that what will be
worse for the network, who
won an unprecedented 33 Emmys, will be the complaints
they receive from the sponsors of the show. The sponsors who ~ill remember the
complaints. about this year's
presentation as soon as rates
cards are published for the
36th Annual Emmy Awards.

~

Actually, Rivers' only saving grace during the broadcast was her co-host Eddie
Murphy, who worked with his
same casual attitude from
Saturday Night Live. Murphy's only fault is that he
doesn't talk too well when he
tries to ~peak fast.
The most enjoy.able scene of
the broadcast was the
"reading of the rules." Usually a much-maligned but
necessary procedure, this
year's reading was presented
with a lot of wit and a lot
more chutzpah. Accountants
from 23 firms in Los Angeles
sang and danced this year's
boring reading very amusingly.

federal research lab where he
is accidently exposed to an
overdose of an experimental
drug designed to increase
human intelligence.
The rest of the premiere
episode dealt with the government's paranoia about what
to do with Cha-Cha, renamed
Mr. Smith. First they don't
want his owner to find out
about his super-intelligence,
then they try to keep it from
the owners' little sister, then
they don't want to allow Mr.
Smith out of the Pentagon
(afraid he'll get mixed up with
some seedy gang of
Washington orangutans, I
assume).
Judging from all the promos for NBC's Saturday morning cartoon lineup that bombarded the station breaks, it
is easy to see who this show is
aimed at. And clearly the best
part of the show is, unfortunately, the ape.

"Mr. Smith" stars C.J. the
orangutan, of ''Every Which
Way But Loose" fame. The
show can be seen Thursdays
at 8 p.m. on NBC

Arf

from page 35

is loeking in on whom'f" ·
Heipp received his Master
in Fine Arts degree fro111 the
University of Washington in
Seattle and is currently an
assistant professor of fine
arts at the University of
Florida. He recently won the
1983 Florida State Artist's
Fellowship Award. One of
Heipp' s drawings toured with
a Smithsonian exhibit for
over a year.
The exhibit will run from
Sept~ 20 through Oct. 18 in
FA 305 from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Honda World's Campus

New Hondas at the
Lowest Prices Anvwherel

Raul PerezlFuture

Serving the Illustrator, Designer, Fine Artist, Photographer,

NXSO Express
Electric Start · · ·
was $599
Now $299

NUSO Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

BUY ONE.

Qver 1,000 New Hondas in Stock!

GET

-ALL MODELS ON SALE-

PIZZA

ON-E SUB
FREE

STUDENT DISCOUNTt

. 273-5010

•

Voting for homecoming king
and queen merits this button.

*SALE*·

Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

•

The delicate way Mr. Smith
holds a pen and taps a fing~r
and drinks coffee is truly
remarkable for this so-called
"lower primate."
But while Mr. Smith writes
speeches and solves calculus
problems, his co-stars, p~
ti cul a rl y Leonard Frey
(formerly on B~st of the West)
sputter along like babbling
fools. They worry that Mr.
Smith will lose - his intelligence, that he is too cold
or too hot. When Frey, as
Raymond, the butler, tells
Mr. Smith to eat his broccoli
because it's "very high in
fiber," Mr. Smith snaps back,
"So does corduory-maybe I'll
go suck a suit."
Because the series is
creat.ed by Ed Weinberger·
and Stan Daniels, two of the
men behind Taxi and · Tl,ie
Mary Tyler Moore Show, one
has to believe that they have
several tricks up their sleeves
to turn Mr.' Smith into a winner. As it stands right now,
the title character, like
another famous
NBC
Mister-"T"-is a winner.

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

331 - 5554

one block South of 436 on Maitland Ave.

B~cdu~e you are sp~ci~( to.us.·..

. ,.._we..are affering a SPECIAL for YOU!

Good Mon.-Thurs. 9-3

Aristocrat,
. l'!t...\.f... D . .
·
· \\~~ - . .es1gns
(Next to Jewelry Store)
UNIVERSITY SQUARE

•

CALL 671-HAIR
~
1

1

j--BrinQ-aTrT9r1dtor ___ i
I a haircut. Yours is 1h I
1 price bring two•••
:
I YOUR HAIRCUT.IS FREE I
1
Expires 10/31/83
I
I

K Mon & Fri 9-6.Sat 9.5 L----------------~"
.

·""-E D EN Tues, Wed & Thurs 9-7 OFFER GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY

•

C70 Passport
Electric Start
was $799
now $499

CB450SC NightHawk
Electric Start
was $1999
now$1399

Only at- HON.DA WOR.LD

6436 E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy. 50) Orlando
'>77 ----~AAn f':.J
- ·- .
Ph.· ....
_.. ose d 5un.-Mon
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yaughan-------- frompage34·

Krieger-rrompage39
(of the Knack) on drums, and
former Doors comrades Ray
Manzarek
and
John
Densmore. Krieger plays
rhythm, lead and slide guitars
and aptly demonstrates that
he is a guitar genius, much as
Jimi Hendrix was.

the Sun.'' Bending notes as he yet.
Although Vaughan demplucked and clawed the strings, Vaughan skillfully onstrated his flair for
managed to avoid the trap of writing upbeat, foot-tapping
theatrical gimmickry with rockers, it seeined ironically
sheer musical genius. After a appropriate that he chose to
frenetic cadenza that had the close the show with another
crowd screaming, Vaughan Hendrix tune, a charged-up
left the stage amid version of "Manic Depresthundei:ous applause. No one sion.' '
There may be those who
wanted him to leave.
Obligingly, the band return- will label Stevie ;Ray Vaughan
ed for an encore that provided -·~ anachronistic throwback
a fitting signature to a night to the same old blues that
have since become modern
of blues-rock revelry.
"Lenny," the instrumental standards. Fine. However, no
ballad that closes side two of one else in the contemporary
Texas Flood, momentarily scene shows the promise of
subdued the overzealous fans. this 28-year-old guitar. virBut Vaughan wasn't through tuoso with the raspy voice.

·wHYPAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

1111111~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER.PUMPS
CLEAN &REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
275-9327

2300 N.·Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

Pam Glmson/Fulure

St.evie Ray Vaughn electrifies
day night.
/

audien~

at the Point After Mori·

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

Personal Injury.and WrongfulDeath
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
availablewithoiltcharge

Optical Outlets

f/ib eb~ ~~-:
""'1Z.4

t. '~

6et{jt

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest.names in sunglasses.

•

~-.,.&~frOm

BAUSCH & LOMB ~
WINGS™
The hottest new style
on sunglasses

Suggested Retail

Compare our prices on
prescription eyeglasses.
Includes frames and lenses.
Cataract lenses not included.

CARL McKNIGHT
Call yo.ur Miller Campus representative to find
out what impbrtant services: equipment7 ideas
and fine products we have to help make your
party or event a very· successful one.

s49 Slngla Vision
s59 Blfoc•ls
s59 Trlfoc•ls
~i~~~~~c~~~~tJ~~~?1~~i~.5~~ ~~~r~he
charge for strong prescriptions or
~~,~~2: ? ~e ~~e2hoos,e from over

11 1

CLASSIC

AVIATOR STYLE
Great looking metal frames

Suggested

~ietail

sso

s41 to s55

Our Price

Our Prices

s4a s281os44
The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical quality, glare
protection and light control, completely
free of distortion. ·

•

CARRERA
PORSCHE DESIGN

sa·9 &up

The ultimate in protection and fashion

You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

Your best buy in sight.

Optical Outlets ••
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

For more information phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ----'--*Where leqal

r: 1978 Miller Brewmg Co Milwau kee . WI US A Brewers of Miller High l ife Lile. and Lowenbrau Beers

•
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Quixana 's niece Ant onia
ho is embarassed by his
delusions bu nonet heless
loves her uncle (from whom she
st.ands t.o inherit a small fortune).
Marshall's sensitive and
provocative part in the role of
Aldonza the whore is magnificent. Aldonza cannot understand why Quixote professes
his love for a common whore in
'What Does He Want of
Me?" She knows she has
nothing to offer the man who
shows her kindness and
respect and sings ''Dulcinea.''
But when Quixote's dream,
his ''.Impossible Dream'' of
knighthood, is shattered by
Antonia's intended, Dr. Carrasco (John McCombs), it is
Aldonza who takes on her
alter ego to remind Quixote of
his "glorious quest."
Fine performances . were
delivered by every cast
member but it is Marshall and
Griffith who keep the audience hanging on their every
word. Everyone, that is, except some rude people who
kept clanking their glasses in ~
the
second
act-they ··
shouldn't have ordered
another round of drinks during intermission.
Another high point . was
Marshall's performance in
"Aldonza" when sh~ tells of
bei.Ilg born a bastard child
and being left in a ditch. She
sings, "r' didn't even have the
good sense to die.''

ONE

Bill Griffith has a fiery look in his eyes as he portra.vs "Don
Quixote" in Theatre on Park's production of "Man of La Man·
cha." The show runs through Nov. 5 at 401 N. Park Avenue.
----P-R-O•F•E-SS-tO_N_A
••L...•R-~·s•u•M1111E-~D""!!E~S11!11IG!l!llP---.

Inter-view ski·lls & marketing techniques
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services
Career assessment testing & interpretation
Economical ,prompt & guaranteed satisfaction
~\ .

rlandC\ •,
I

SU tants, 1nc.1

·89 A_ 7726.
...

2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando,FL32806
w·th c r ent

RESERVATION

AT $2495, IT WAS A BARGAIN.
AT $1899, IT'S A STEAL.
Full-size terminal.

~
Morrow Micro Decision MD3 rM
Z80 ™-based computer with
760K floppy disk storage.
Over $2000
worth of software.
Detached

Biii~~~M=O~~:~W

*Q EST Bnokk • ·p •r r •quin•t1

keybzardl.

fl

Ii

'll!4i111{

f

tj

1Jf $~{7.50.

/.Kii 1 "11.1111·111.11!. 11( Zil•IJ! 1111
LI' ~It .1 t1'f'l•l1•11•rl IJ.11frn111rk "' Jlijjl1iil lt1•.i•11tfit. l11~
!II E~ I l11••kh •"'IW' 1 ,, 1"l'Hl ~tll ••I C/111· I. 1111
\111:11 111111d1•m11rk .,f Mo1111~

AND FOR LIMITED TIME, UH:H[]~i\lfH1E
IS OFFERING THE MD3 FOR ONLY $167
AND .THE MD2* FOR A MERE $-1450.
Visionware offers a complete line of computers (Zenith, Northstar, · Morrow),
printers, software, and accessories. Consulting services and custom softwar ar
For a personal demonstration call:

IN .

al o availabl

(305) 27 3-5859.

*Same as the MD3 except it has 2 single sided disk drives (400 K total) and no QUEST softwar •
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It's simple. All it takes is a phone call. circulation desk to dial ex. 2424, the exThe number is campus ex. '2424. The tension for the SEPS dispatcher. He or
service is the· Student Escort Patrol Ser- she radios the patroll_er nearest ~he
vice or SEPS for short.
library. He then greets you and escorts
You have an exam on Wednesday. you to that far away chalky white ·
It's late on Tuesday night and you are . parking lot.
about to teave the library.
You
Student Government in cooperation
remember you parked your car in the wifh the U.C.F. Police is sponsoring this
chalky white parking lot with the worthwhile program for the benefit of
wooden polls, located ne>n to the new all U.C.F. students. SEPS is patrolling the
athletic building. The farthest lot from campus at all Umes between calls, cutthe warm, safe, library that. is about to ting d·o wn on vandalism and
close. you are a safety conscious per- discouraging would-be criminals.
·
son that remembers reaping this adver- Support SEPS. Call 2424. Be safe.
tisement, so you use the phone at the

